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Preface

The rapid Internet growth in recent years has seen a dramatic increase in Internet
resources consumption. Accordingly, the Internet resource pricing strategy is
attracting more and more attention, since it is not only the key factor for efficient
Internet resource allocation, but also for the determinant of profits. However, the
inefficiency of some existing pricing strategies is, to some extent, impeding the
sound and sustainable development of the Internet. In the research field of resource
pricing, a whole pricing strategy can be formulated to contain pricing models,
service mechanisms, and pricing methods, which cover all related topics. We first
introduce three basic Internet resource pricing models through Internet cost
analysis and survey several corresponding mechanisms that can ensure pricing
implementation and resource allocation. On network resource pricing methods, we
discuss utility optimization and emphasize two classes of pricing methods,
including system optimization and strategic optimization of network participants.
Then, we summarize and analyze the pricing and management problems and the
corresponding research work in P2P and mobile networks. Finally, we propose two
examples of new pricing strategies to solve the profit distribution problem brought
about by P2P free-riding and improve the pricing efficiency in the mobile market
for multi-interface users. We hope the models and applications introduced in this
book will help to give insights into the pricing of Internet resources.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background
Internet resources pricing has attracted more and more attention, because it is not
only a key factor to efficiently allocate Internet resources, but also the determinant of
the profit. On the one hand, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) make their routing and
peering decisions based on interconnect costs and backhaul cost evaluation, so as to
reduce traffic cost in their networks [56]; on the other hand, they take efficient pricing
strategies to increase network operation revenues. Of course, the other important goal
of pricing strategies is to efficiently allocate Internet resources.
Too many packets will incur network performance degradation, which is called
congestion [29]. It is caused by unbalanced resources and traffic distribution, and
thus will not be automatically eliminated with the increase of network capacity. In a
packet switched network, the selfishness of users makes this happen. As illustrated
by Hardin [37], “tragedy of commons” occurs when many individuals share public
resources and each one holds a selfish purpose, which means the loss they bring
to others is larger than the extra benefits they gain. So, if networks serve as public
goods, the overall excessive personal usage will possibly cause system performance
decline and consequently the congestion problem.
In recent years, with the fast development of QoS-aware video, audio and other
bandwidth-consuming applications, network traffic has surged, which makes network
congestion more frequent and serious. Accordingly, compared with simple prioritybased QoS mechanisms [16, 17], novel content distribution technologies and multilayer QoS mechanisms have been studied and improved. For the former, a new layer
of network architecture, i.e., the application layer network, is added to the existing
Internet, such as P2P (Peer-to-Peer [4]) and CDN (Content Delivery Networks [71]).
For the latter, commonly, QoS mechanisms are developed to work at multiple layers
of a network, such as the transport and network layers, which are widely concerned
with basic network service mechanisms, e.g., passive congestion control [48, 55]
and traffic engineering [75].
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However, network management will be increasingly difficult due to the following
reasons. (1) Video-like traffic will keep increasing [12], which indicates higher QoS
requirements; (2) For different CDN/P2P applications or ISPs, their selfish QoS control objectives may lead to conflicting behaviors which may even degrade network
performance; (3) For multi-layer QoS mechanisms, since they often complicate network protocol design and implementation, the effectiveness is limited. Moreover, as
they do not differentiate high-level application types, service-based QoS differentiation is hard to achieve. For ISPs, a convenient way to improve QoS might be network infrastructure upgrade or network capacity increase. However, such short-term
investments usually lead to high costs and fail to satisfy the fast-growing network
resource requirements in the long run.
In addition, a bold attempt should be mentioned, i.e., proposing network architectures to ensure QoS. For example, IntServ [76] guarantees QoS per-flow resource
reservation, and DiffServ [10] modifies IntServ architecture by adding priorities
based on aggregated flow. Theoretically, they can improve network efficiency, indicating that a QoS guaranteed era is coming. However, in addition to technical complexity, QoS-guaranteed high priority services are actually achieved at the expense
of low-priority ones. Furthermore, as the Internet management is distributed, ISPs
lack adequate incentives to collaboratively improve network performance/efficiency.
These largely impede the implementation of such architectures.
Then, we can conclude that at the premises of limited resources and partially
QoS-aware services, an equally important problem of QoS improvement is how to
effectively and reasonably use network resources. As for deploying new architectures,
proper incentive mechanisms should be designed as a necessary support.

1.2 Internet Resource Pricing
From the above discussion, we notice that designing incentives at economical levels
can guide users to rationally use resources and encourage ISPs to improve network
performance, so as to be of great significance in effective network resource management and distribution [13]. Therefore, the key issue is resource pricing as an active
resource management method may affect revenue sharing of ISPs. Pricing that provides economic incentives to suit services is of particular importance as an auxiliary
for technological progress.
How then do we realize such pricing and what are the key challenges? To answer
these questions, three problems should be considered:
Q1. Basically, which factor should be charged?
Q2. How can we identify these factors in different service mechanisms?
Q3. How much should be charged?
As shown in Fig. 1.1, a complete picture of network pricing is presented, including
three aspects: basic pricing models for Q1, mechanisms to ensure pricing implementation for Q2, and methods to determine pricing levels for Q3. After we decide the
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Fig. 1.1 The structure of pricing strategies

pricing factors for specific services and the corresponding pricing methods, a relatively complete pricing is proposed. However, obviously, the computational and
technical complexities should be measured before we adopt and implement such
pricing. We will briefly introduce each aspect as follows.
For Q1, we define that pricing models decide which factors to charge, or how
to evaluate network operation and maintenance costs. Mason and Varian [51, 53]
classified the cost as a fixed cost due to the basic service structure (such as leased
lines, equipment maintenance, and human resources), marginal costs of accesses,
network expansion costs, marginal costs of sending data packets into the congested
network, and social costs caused by negative impact on other users. They believe
a good price should reflect these costs. Hereby, we introduce three basic pricing
models: flat pricing [51], usage pricing [20, 25, 38] and congestion pricing [19, 30,
40–43, 51, 52, 54, 78].
Historically, when applications were simple and resources were sufficient at the
early stage of the Internet, it was convenient to charge users fixed fees with a flat
pricing model. However, due to the increase of network content, network resource
shortage has probably been caused by an excessive number of packets. Then, due to
the lack of incentives for efficient network resource usage [26] (a lot of bandwidths
are wasted by non-critical applications), the overall network performance underwent
degradation. For users, the experience deteriorated and the fairness could not be guaranteed. Thus, flat pricing was no longer applicable. Then, a more effective resource
pricing model “usage-based pricing” was proposed [25]. It pointed out that if the
charge was usage-based, a fair and efficient use of resources would be moderately
promoted to some extent. However, with a continuous increase in network traffic,
the aggravated congestion makes the related pricing a hot research area, resulting
in a relatively dynamic pricing model “congestion pricing” [51, 53] which has been
studied extensively. Besides, the combined use of these three pricing models could
be applied because they reflected different cost components.
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For Q2, we claim that pricing mechanisms mainly aim to address the matching
problem between network service types and pricing models. Namely, to identify
suitable pricing factors for different network service mechanisms and ensure pricing
implementation with an acceptable technical complexity measure [63, 68], we simply
classify the services into two types: best-effort and QoS-enabled.
Specifically, in the former network, users are usually charged according to access
rate or resource usage. For the latter, pricing models are adjusted to changed services. For example, Odlyzko’s PMP (Paris Metro Pricing [60]) aims to achieve QoS
differentiation and thus to enhance efficiency, so it divides the network into subnets
and charges them differently. Moreover, with the increasing emphasis on QoS-aware
applications and efficiency, network designers and ISPs both tend to serve different data streams with different QoS and price levels. For example, priority-based
pricing was first proposed by Cocchi et al. [16, 17] to conduct service layering and
corresponding pricing. Similar thoughts can be found in [59]. For QoS guaranteed
network architectures (e.g., IntServ and DiffServ), the corresponding pricing mechanisms have been widely studied [14, 21–23, 27, 28, 31, 32, 39, 65, 74, 73, 80,
79].
For Q3, we emphasize how to set a reasonable price level if pricing factors are
identified in a specific service. In most cases, prices are the results of supply-demand
interactions or competitions. To this end, we will introduce various pricing methods
mainly based on optimization theory and game theory. There are two major research
paths:
(1) System optimization, i.e., the NUM (Network Utility Maximization [31, 32])
framework, which is largely based on optimization theory [7];
(2) Strategic optimization of network participators, which is based on non–
cooperative games [8, 58] (e.g., models in [1, 5, 6, 66, 67, 69]), and cooperative games [8, 57, 64] (e.g., models in [9, 49, 50]).

1.3 Classification and Comparison of Pricing Strategies
As shown in Fig. 1.1, the pricing strategy involves pricing methods, pricing mechanisms and pricing models. In this section, based on pricing models, service mechanisms and price level setting methods, we conduct classification and comparison
of the introduced typical pricing strategies shown in Table 1.1. In order to describe
the pricing for QoS guaranteed services, we add QoS contract to the pricing model,
which represents the achieved services and price agreements between ISPs and users.
In Table 1.1, it should be noted that early pricing models lack theoretical basis,
and most of them are based on experiments. So they cannot cover complete decompositions. Some articles focus on studying pricing methods with no differentiation on
QoS, so we generally assume they are applicable to best-effort networks in Table 1.1.
In addition, the QoS guaranteed types of services refer to what we have described

1.3 Classification and Comparison of Pricing Strategies
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Table 1.1 Classification of pricing strategies
Pricing model
Service type
Pricing method
Example
Access Usage Cona QoS Best effort
QoS-guarantee
NUM Game model
Priority IntServ DiffServ
Nona Coa











































































































[20, 25]
[18, 38]
[3]
[72]
[53]
[40, 41, 61]
[52] (MD)
[42]
[13, 15]
[60]
[24]
[16, 17, 61]
[31, 32]
[14, 39]
[28] (MD)
[2, 65]
(MD)
[73]
[47]
[44]
[10, 36, 35,
45, 62,
70]
[34]
[33, 46]
[1, 5, 6, 66,
67]
[9, 77]
[49, 50]

In this table, the symbol  in each row represents a feature hold by the pricing strategy example in
the last column, and the symbol (MD) means mechanism design
a ‘Con’ stands for congestion pricing. ‘Non’ and ‘Co’ stand for non-cooperative game and cooperative game, respectively

in Sect. 2.2. For pricing models, if both usage and accesses are chosen, it means the
pricing model is combined with both of them.
Obviously, pricing for different service types inherently has different technical
complexities. Generally, for best-effort networks, pricing is always done at the edge
of networks, and incurs a lower overhead cost; while for QoS guaranteed services,
since pricing relates to QoS along the whole serving path, it involves a higher audition
and accounting cost to achieve higher network efficiency and better performance.
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In order to illustrate how different ingredients can be combined to build a whole
pricing strategy, we analyze several examples here. For example, in [72], Wang et al.
studied pricing in best-effort networks by using the flat and usage-based pricing
model according to two-player non-cooperative games; while in [2], Altman et al.
studied pricing of differentiated services and its impact on the choice of service
priority at equilibrium based on non-cooperative games. Especially, for pricing that
is based on Shapley value in the cooperative game model, marginal contribution is
the only measurement for payoffs, so we leave out such work in Table 1.1.
From Table 1.1, we can conclude that due to the increasing complexity of the
service and market environment, the corresponding pricing factors and methods will
become even more complicated. Also, we present the evolution process of pricing
strategies. It is a manifest trend that when multi-ISP and multi-CP are involved, the
game model will be a more suitable and attractive choice. More detailed analyses
and applications will be referred in Chaps. 2, 4 and 5.

1.4 Organization
The next two chapters of this book is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents three
basic pricing models, pricing mechanisms based on two types of services, and introduces pricing methods based on two classes of optimization, including system optimization and strategic optimization of network participants in different network
marketing environments. Then, we classify and compare typical pricing strategies
according to pricing models, serving mechanisms and pricing methods involved.
Chapter 3 summarizes and analyzes the pricing and management problems and corresponding research work in P2P and mobile networks.
The last two chapters provide two applications in the Internet access market.
Chapter 4 presents a cooperative game-based pricing model and a profit distribution
mechanism among ISPs and CPs in the P2P market. Chapter 5 proposes a bargaining
based pricing model and analyzes the dynamic game based competition among ISPs
in the mobile market of multi-interface users. We hope that these two applications
will shed light on the pricing and resource allocation based on game theory.
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Chapter 2

Brief History of Pricing Model

In this chapter, we will introduce pricing factors based on cost analysis. Generally, there are three basic models in traditional best-effort networks which represent
important factors in the pricing of QoS guaranteed network services.
Network service types can be divided into best-effort service and QoS mechanism
related services. For different service types, pricing models should be suitable for
charging [70], and mechanisms are required to ensure pricing implementation. To
this aim, we use examples to introduce the matching between pricing and services
and make a brief evaluation.
In microeconomics, price level depends on market environments or structures.
In the network research area, besides considering the market, resource pricing is
also affected by network service mechanisms and generally settled through interactions among various participants who optimize their utilities. On this basis, system
optimization models and strategic optimization are introduced accordingly.

2.1 Basic Pricing Models
In this chapter, we will introduce pricing factors based on cost analysis. Generally, there are three basic models in traditional best-effort networks which represent
important factors in the pricing of QoS guaranteed network services.
The first one is flat pricing. At the early stages of the Internet, users utilize a small
quantity of network resources. Thus, ISPs aim to attract a large number of users and
occupy the market. They generally adopt a unified price C (or flat fee [51]) to charge
users based on access costs, which means that in a certain period of time, the users
with the same access rate will be charged equally. Intuitively, as the simplest pricing
model, it is easy to implement flat pricing and there is no need for complex statistical
systems. Moreover, it can stimulate network usage since the fee is unchanged no
matter how much data is transmitted. Thus, the charges can be predicted by users.
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(b)

Fig. 2.1 a A customer will consume D( p) = xu units at a unit price of p, and xu under a flatrate charge. The shaded area represents the waste. b At a unit cost of c, the flat-rate charge is the
rectangle. The small triangle is the value to the light user, and the large triangle is the value to the
heavy user

However, drawbacks emerge as the traffic increases. As shown in Fig. 2.1a [23],
suppose the unit cost of usage is c, the charge for user is p, and the demand curve is
D( p). And then we can find that:
(1) Users have no incentives to limit their usage, making network resources overused;
(2) Light users will compensate heavy users. If the flat fee C is charged based on the
average usage amount, then C = c × x f (av) = c × D(0). And the costs for all
users are shown as the rectangle area in Fig. 2.1b. Clearly, the costs of light-load
users are higher than the gains, while the situation of the heavy-load users is on
the contrary; and
(3) Resources are wasted to some
 cextend. Estimated by the practical user utility, the
usage over D(c) will cause 0 [D(c) − D(0)]dp value loss, as the shade shown
in Fig. 2.1a.
From the above discussion, we can infer that the flat pricing model is unable to
help achieve optimized resource allocation. However, as one of the referential pricing
factors, access charges can be used as a basic guarantee to recover fixed costs, which
is still adopted by many ISPs.
As the usage and fixed costs have been distinguished and studied separately,
usage-based pricing models can be discussed. Simply speaking, usage-based pricing
means the charge P is related to the amount of resource usage. Currence et al. [17]
believed that usage-based pricing can reflect actual use of network resources and is
derived from traditional flat pricing.
Usage-based pricing was studied by a large number of researchers at early stages
of the Internet [2, 17, 22, 37, 64, 73]. Generally, they used a supply-demand balance
model in economics to describe the interactions between users and ISPs. Edell and
Varaiya [23] showed in their experiments that users are highly sensitive to pricing,
and thus usage-based pricing can enhance efficiency as well as guarantee fairness
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among users. Moveover, experiments in [22] illustrate that dynamic usage pricing
can prevent congestion and improve the average network performance. However,
other problems still need to be addressed, such as the privacy issues in processing
audit and statistics [17] and the charge problem caused by user’s non-expected traffic
(e.g., Ads and Spam).
Practically, China Education and Research Network (CERNET) charges users
full rate for international traffic [73]. Besides such direct traffic statistics, ISPs in
general can use statistical sampling methods to estimate usage. For example, the
95th percentile pricing has been used as an industrial standard. And in this method,
the peak flow within 5 % of the total time (36 h per month) is free of charge. Many
ISPs adopt such peak flow rate based charging standards [17].
Recently, the overall user bandwidth demands have seen a dramatic increase.
Consequently, increasingly differentiated usage patterns make the fairness problem
even more serious, which indicates that it is more reasonable to charge heavy-load
users according to usage [74]. However, in terms of P2P application providers who
encourage users to participate in content sharing, such charging schemes will go
contrary to their goals. So, more complicated interactions between P2P application
providers and ISPs should be carefully studied. For example, He et al. [78] proposed
a cooperative profit distribution method to avoid such conflict.
Intuitively, such a great number of concurrent network users may lead to higher
system load. Researchers expect to constrain this negative external effect (named
social costs [51]) through pricing. In other words, when the network is busy, the
pricing is used to encourage users to avoid excessive resource usage in order to
relieve or eliminate congestion [16, 27, 41–44, 51, 52, 54, 80]. The corresponding
pricing is named congestion pricing.
Congestion pricing dynamically sets prices that can reflect approximate real-time
network resource usage and represent current social costs. However, the measurement
of such costs is not trivial, which requires detection of user’s perceived value of
marginal resources (like the shadow price in [41, 42]). And the cost cannot be directly
calculated as the fixed one or measured based on usage. Thus it cannot be simply
described by mathematical symbols.
In general network performance optimization articles, the congestion cost is
described by delays in M/M/1 queuing system [3]. In Mason and Varian’s smart
market [51] pricing mechanism, an auction-based pricing method was proposed to
measure and price such social costs. MacKie-Mason [52] further studied the advantages of smart markets using a generalized Vickrey auction mechanism [54] to allocate scarce resources. This kind of congestion pricing belongs to mechanism design
(MD, [60]), which has been studied in incomplete information games. We leave out
the details here.
The possibility of congestion can be reduced, since congestion pricing aims to
implement network-aware pricing, which encourages shifting the traffic from peak
time to non-peak time. However, as mentioned above, the implementation mechanism
is always complex, and its effectiveness analyzed by Ykusel and Kalyanarama [80]
is time-sensitive. They concluded that when the price interval is more than 40 times
of RTT, the price can hardly affect congestion. In fact, time dependent usage-based
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pricing can also achieve a certain level of congestion control [22, 32], though it may
not base on the analysis of social costs.

2.2 Pricing Mechanisms
Network service types can be divided into best-effort services and QoS mechanism
related services. For different service types, pricing models should be suitable for
charging [70] and mechanisms are required to ensure pricing implementation. In
best-effort networks, user’s fees are calculated by the access network, and as a result,
pricing is done at the network edge, known as edge pricing [10, 70]. Typically, flat
and usage pricing models are suitable for best-effort networks, whereas congestion
pricing models are not. However, the weakness of edge pricing is that it cannot reflect
network status. Thus, the effectiveness of pricing is limited. To solve this problem,
several solutions are proposed. The main idea is that ISPs can negotiate with users in
an access network based on expected congestion [70] or estimated traffic, instead of
actual usage [11, 12]. Thus, it is easy to implement this pricing, which can prompt
flexible interactions between ISPs and users. Unfortunately, due to the characters of
distributed networks, although agreements exist, network-wide QoS guarantees or
differentiation is hard to ensure.
However, through Paris Metro Pricing (PMP [61]) proposed by Odlyzko, we can
attain prioritized services in a best-effort network. Basically, users want to enjoy better performance as much as possible with corresponding costs. As shown in Fig. 2.2
[24] , the network is logically divided into channels with different transmission capacity C and corresponding price P. In principle, selecting channels at a higher price
will get better service due to a smaller number of competitors. Meanwhile, since network providers divide users into different categories through charging, differentiated
services are naturally achieved to some extent. However, PMP is only applicable to
monopolistic networks. So, if the model is extended to a complex network environment, the pricing and resource sharing should be further studied.
Fig. 2.2 The PMP pricing
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Fig. 2.3 Service class division based on QoS requirements

First introduced by Cocchi et al. [13, 14], simple priority-based service revealed
the relationship between QoS differentiation and resource usage efficiency. To provide priority-based services, a reasonable way is to distinguish traffic by applications.
And the simplest approach is to set priority levels and use Type of Service (ToS) fields
in IP packets. Such a model is more realistic and implementable though QoS may
not be guaranteed. However, since packet transmission for priority-based service
depends on cooperation along the whole network path, coordination among ISPs is
required.
Services can be divided into several classes according to their QoS requirements
[19]. Therefore, those with higher QoS requirements will be given higher priority
and charged a higher price. However, since the service price is pre-set here, when
idle resources exist, users will still pay more for prioritized services without QoS
guarantees.
Similarly, Donnell and Sethu [62] also suggested the priorities or service classes
for data packets should be set by end user systems. Routers allocate them to different
queues to ensure various service priorities. Gupta et al. [30] proposed a dynamic
priority-based pricing mechanism and designed a real-time external price calculation method based on the congestion degree in a multi-class service environment.
Their simulations show that dynamic pricing can significantly improve network performance and increase revenue. Furthermore, Gupta et al. [31] studied how to set an
appropriate price to prevent users from distributing traffic into non-matching service
classes, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
Priority-based service pricing can achieve average performance differentiation if
the price and traffic are relatively stable during a long period of time. However, in a
short term, high-priority service is more likely to experience more packet loss, longer
delays, much more serious congestion, etc. To solve this problem, a proportionally
differentiated service model which provides a relatively dynamic bandwidth division
scheme was studied in [19, 20]. The main idea is that, as an extension of best-effort
service type, the model will not strictly set bandwidth for each service class. Instead,
it will use proportional performance guarantees to achieve a predictable and controllable QoS distinction (based on well-designed packet scheduling and packet
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Fig. 2.4 Example of pricing session based on RSVP

discarding mechanisms). Thus, the corresponding proportional pricing is more
applicable to such services.
In best-effort networks and simple priority-based service networks, QoS is not
guaranteed. Accordingly, pricing usually depends on the actual cost or the resource
usage. In contrast, this section will describe an Integrated Service (IntServ [77])
mechanism, which achieves QoS guarantee based on the resource reservation.
IntServ is a single-flow based architecture that can provide an end-to-end QoS
guarantee. It uses end-to-end Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP [82]) to reserve
resources for each flow. Thus, the mechanism needs all routers to process per-flow
signaling messages, maintain resource reservation status, and perform flow-based
classification and scheduling. Specifically, routers first convert IP packets to traffic
flows and then establish/dismantle resource reservation status for each flow according
to whether existing resources meet the incoming flow’s QoS requirements. If so, they
implement QoS routing, corresponding scheduling and other controls to ensure the
required QoS based on packet status.
Karsten et al. [40] studied a pricing mechanism applicable to RSVP. The main
idea is to add price related information to regular RSVP messages so as to reserve
resources and adjust the price. Specifically, the authors added Downstream Charging
Policy Element (DCPE) to PATH messages and Upstream Charging Policy Element
(UCPE) to RESV messages, where PATH and RESV are both regular RSVP messages. The mechanism works in the way shown in Fig. 2.4, from which we find that
this pricing mechanism has more flexibility in sharing costs between senders and
receivers. Therefore, it can support pricing for many applications including one- and
two-side payments.
Similarly, Clark [11] proposed a zone-based charging or cost sharing model.
Fankhauser et al. [26] proposed an RSVP-based accounting and charging protocol
which is applicable to IntServ. They have proved that it can support local pricing
models well through two pricing models: an auction-based pricing model (adding bid
field of the RESV message), and a congestion sensitive usage-based pricing model.
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Fig. 2.5 Example of ISP networks at access and core levels

However, it needs to assume that the network performs static routing which will not
be affected by the price and each pricing node in the network prices synchronously.
In fact, flow-based resource reservation is very complex and thus hard to achieve.
Therefore, the realization of IntServ with QoS guarantees is not common and the
corresponding pricing models are still under research.
As RSVP-based IntServ architecture has higher complexity and less scalability,
Differentiated Services (DiffServ [8]) architecture is then proposed by IETF.
In DiffServ architecture, a complex flow control mechanism is realized at boundary nodes of the network and the process of inward nodes is simplified. Specifically,
the boundary nodes conduct flow classification, shaping and aggregation, resulting
in several flow aggregations first. The aggregation information is stored in a DS
(Differentiated Service) field of IP packets called Differentiated Service Code Point
(DSCP). And then, the internal nodes schedule and forward IP packets based on
DSCP. As a hierarchical service structure, each DS region adopts an SLA (Service
Level Agreement) and TCA (Traffic Conditioning Agreement) to coordinate and thus
to provide cross-regional services. SLA clearly describes the supported service level
and the allowed traffic volume at each service level, and TCA is used in detailed QoS
negotiations.
Pricing is usually based on SLA in the DiffServ architecture. SLA can be a static or dynamic contract. In static SLA, regular consultations are needed, while in
dynamic SLA, users need the signaling protocol (e.g., RSVP) to help request service
dynamically. Fankhauser and Plattner [25] proposed an implementation profile to
describe resource transactions in networks where a bandwidth broker acts as an SLA
trader or negotiator.
Furthermore, Semret et al. established a double-layer DiffServ-based market
model which considers users as bandwidth brokers and sellers within one market,
as shown in Fig. 2.5 [66]. They concluded that driven by a dynamic market, bandwidth division among various service classes will finally be stable. Similarly, Wang
and Schulzrinne proposed a framework named Resource Negotiation and Pricing
(RNAP) [76]. They pointed out that pricing for reserved resources should be conducted differently on two levels. In [75], Wang and Schulzrinne built an optimization
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model to study pricing and corresponding implementation which introduced access
control to aid resource allocation. They concluded that congestion-sensitive pricing
combined with user-controllable traffic rates can not only achieve congestion control
to a large extent, but also guarantee QoS of different service types.
In [48], the authors proposed a pricing mechanism that differs from the core/edge
network pricing. They claimed to charge users on access with a Time of Day (TOD)
price which can dynamically reflect the congestion degree in core networks. It is a
flexible, scalable and efficient pricing mechanism in DiffServ architectures.

2.3 Pricing Methods
In this section, we will introduce two major network pricing methods that determine
appropriate price levels: (1) system optimization models which are mainly based on a
network utility maximization (NUM [9, 42]) framework; and (2) strategic optimization models, i.e., considering strategic behaviors of the others when setting prices or
making other decisions [3, 4].

2.3.1 Pricing Based on NUM
From an economic point of view, an efficient market that refers to the total social welfare (i.e., the total surplus of service providers and users) is maximized [28]. Under
different market environments, different conclusions can be drawn. We mainly introduce system utility (social surplus/welfare) optimization oriented pricing methods
for a single network (unaffected by other providers) based on the optimization theory.
Kelly [42] proposed the concept of Network Utility Maximization (NUM) which
is the initial work of Internet system optimization. The main object is to find the price
that can make the total resource demand and supply in equilibrium. NUM framework
can be described with three optimization problems which are shown as follow:
A : SYSTEM[U, H, A, C] : 
Us (xs )
maximize
s

subject to
over

H y = x, Ay ≤ C
x, y ≥ 0

(2.1)

where xs denotes the traffic rate and Us the value or utility of the traffic to user s.
Service provider’s cost is ignored. Then, the constraints are:
(1) H y = x, where Hs×r denotes the source-destination pair i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}
served by path j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r }, and vector y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yr }T denotes the
resources distributed to all source-destination pairs on each feasible path. This constraint means the whole distributed resources are equal to xs for any user;
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(2) Ay ≤ C, where A is a 0-1 matrix telling whether the distributed resource is on
the link, and the constraint means the sum of all distributed resources cannot exceed
link capacity C;
(3) x, y ≥ 0. Since user utility is unknown to the system, it is difficult to
solve (A). In NUM, Kelly shows that the solutions of (A) are equal to that of two
sub-optimization problems: user optimization (B) and network optimization (C).
B : USERs [Us ; λs ] :
maximize
Us (m s /λs ) − m s
over
ms ≥ 0

(2.2)

where λs denotes the price of per unit traffic charged to user s. Here, a user optimizes
his surplus Us (m s /λs )−m s by deciding how much to pay m s (which can be indirectly
inferred by xs = m s /λs ). For a network, it allocates network bandwidth to different
flows according to user’s feedbacks and some fairness standards shown as follow:
C : NETWORK[H, A,
C; m] :
m s log xs
maximize
s

subject to
over

H y = x, Ay ≤ C
x, y ≥ 0

(2.3)

where H , A and C denote the network status with the same meaning in (2.1). Given
(m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m s ), it tries to distribute bandwidths by solving (C) which seems to
be based on weighted proportional fairness. Kelly pointed out that if ∀s, Us (·) is a
concave function,
then thisconvex optimization
problem
has a unique
optimal solu




tion x ∗ = x1∗ , x2∗ , . . . , xs∗ . λ∗ = λ∗1 , λ∗2 , . . . , λ∗s , and m ∗ = m ∗1 , m ∗2 , . . . , m ∗s ,
m ∗s = λ∗s xs∗ are validate for every s ∈ S. Then, the three optimization problems are
all solved by their consistent solutions. The vector x ∗ is the unique optimal allocating
rate and λ∗ is the current optimal resource price vector.
System optimization problem (A) can also be decomposed into other types of
sub-optimal problems. As its essence will not change, we just skip it here.
We have discussed the system model for elastic flows, where user utility are
always described as concave functions. However, as a matter of fact, such willingness
will vary with different types of applications. For example, for video and voice
applications, if the transmission rate is less than a certain value, user’s experience
will decline sharply (as shown in Fig. 2.6 [46]). This indicates that the S-type utility
function should be used to model user utility, and thus the convex optimization
framework of NUM will no longer work. The resulting system can be seen as a
hybrid service system, which includes inelastic flows. Therefore, the pricing and
resource allocation problem becomes a difficult non-convex optimization problem
[9, 46, 72].
To achieve the optimal system resource usage when heterogeneous flows coexist,
Jang-Won et al. [46] first designed an incentive mechanism to inspire user’s transmission cancellations. Such user behavior is called “self-regulation” which is similar
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Fig. 2.6 Hybrid service
system with various utility
types
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to access control of end systems. Mathematically, as the problem is non-convex and
the duality gap may exist, the solution may not converge to optimality. Thus, an
asymptotical optimal resource allocation algorithm is further designed by them.
Unlike the above approximate optimal solution, Chiang et al. [9] and Hande
et al. [35, 36] studied rate allocation optimization framework for inelastic flows
and presented sufficient and necessary conditions for the convergence to the global
optimum of the proposed distributed rate allocation algorithm.
In fact, the NUM framework has also been applied to the edge pricing model.
Currently, the sender (supplier) and the receiver (demander) may have different
utilities to commute between them. So, ISPs need to set a supply-demand balanced
price to maximize their revenue. Hande et al. [33] extended the NUM framework by
adding content providers (CPs) to the system model. They concluded that regardless
of network marketing environments (competition or monopoly), the overall system
revenue and the utility of CPs will increase on the condition that CPs are charged
for user compensation. The network neutrality issue was also discussed (NN [5]).
Generally speaking, ISPs should not charge CPs differently according to content
types.

2.3.2 Pricing Based on Game Theory
In real networks, there are three types of relationships: ISP-ISP, ISP-users, and useruser. Based on whether a binding agreement among them can be formed, games can
be divided into non-cooperative games [57, 59] and cooperative games [7, 58, 65].
Considering non-cooperative games in network resource pricing and allocation,
three levels of such interactions can be identified:
1. Competition among ISPs in the network market;
2. Leader-follower game between the ISP and users;
3. Resource competition among users.
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Research on Multi-ISP interaction is facing great challenges. Therefore, comprehensive research results are still lacking today. In this section, we will mainly introduce non-cooperative game models for (2) and (3). For modeling relationships (2),
in a monopoly network market, a single leader-follower game model (such as Stackelberg [3, 4, 67–69, 71]) is always applied. According to user utility known by ISPs,
such work can be divided into two categories: pricing with complete or incomplete
information. For modeling relationships (3), an N -person non-cooperative game is
always employed. Here each person’s behavior will affect the utilities of others.
Generally, in the leader-follower network resource pricing model, a leader (ISP)
sets the price strategically, and the followers (users) act as price takers who decide
how much resource to buy mostly based on the given price. The point here is the
stable state (i.e., Nash Equilibrium [59]) where none of the participators wants to
deviate from their behaviors when the strategies of others are known.
Specifically, in [3], they built two games at different levels: a non-cooperative
game related to resource competition among users and a Stackelberg game where
an ISP maximizes benefits within resource constraints based on the prediction of
user reflection. In the first game, each user maximizes his/her goal described by the
following Eq. 2.4 to decide rate:
Fi (xi , x−i ; p) = wi log(1 + xi ) −

1
 − pxi .
nc − x j

(2.4)

j

where xi is user’s transmitting rate, nc is link capacity, wi log(1 + xi ) is user utility
1
represents congestion cost (i.e., queuing delay computed by using
function, nc−
jxj
M/M/1 queuing model), and p is the unit price charged by ISPs. Then, they prove
that user’s non-cooperative game has Nash Equilibrium (NE). That is to say, for any
user i, the solution xi∗ holds:
∗
∗
; p) = Fi (xi∗ , x−i
; p)
maximize Fi (xi , x−i

∗
0≤x≤nc−x−i

(2.5)

which means that the decision made is the optimal one corresponding to all optimal
decision of others.
In the second game, authors assumed that ISPs aim to maximize the benefits by
solving Eq. 2.6, and thus to obtain the unit resource price p.
maximize L( p; x ∗ ( p)), L( p; x) := p · x
p≥0

(2.6)


where x ∗ ( p) := i x ∗j ( p) represents the total rates of all individuals in NE of a
non-cooperative game. According to Eq. 2.4, since adding up all utility functions of
users would not change the NE point, they derived a user equivalent optimization
problem from Eq. 2.7:
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F(x1 , . . . , xn ; p) =

n

j=1

w j log(1 + x j ) −

1
− px
nc − x

(2.7)

where all utilities are added together. Then, by solving this convex optimization
problem, a unique optimal solution x ∗ ( p) can be obtained (notice that the solution
is a function of price p). Finally, the above solution is deduced to Eq. 2.6 as a singlevariable optimization problem. Solving it directly can obtain the optimal price p ∗ .
The authors also gave an extended discussion in the case of multi-link afterwards
[4].
Similar to the non-cooperative game framework mentioned above, Shen and Basar
[69] extended the model to study non-linear optimal pricing in the cases of complete
and incomplete information of user utility.
However, in a multi-ISP market, ISPs compete for users, and their prices are
affected by other ISPs. Thus the model will become complex. Acemoglu and
Ozdaglar [1] claimed that unlike the monopoly case where system efficiency can
be improved and the social optimal is achieved at the equilibrium, in the multi-ISP
competition game [28], the pure strategy NE may not exist (depending on the cost
function).
Historically, the well-studied cooperation game models in network resource pricing are Nash Bargaining Game [58] and Shapley value [65] models. The former
emphasizes Pareto optimal property and a certain sense of fairness; while the latter
has well-formulated marginal contribution concept and the corresponding calculation methods. In recent years, as a new trend, such cooperative game models are
studied and gradually applied to the modeling of network resource pricing [7, 49,
50, 55, 79].
Generally, NBS satisfies all the following four axioms [6, 58, 79]:
(1) Invariant to equivalent utility representations; (2) Pareto optimality; (3) Independence of irrelevant alternatives; and (4) Symmetry.
Therefore, it is usually applied to incentive efficient and fair cooperations where
efficiency can be improved.
In [7], Cao et al. assumed that all network users have the same behavior characteristics and preferences. Thus, they simplified the pricing problem as a game between
a single user and an ISP where each conducts optimization respectively. Then, they
concluded that Nash bargaining can make the system operate at the Pareto efficient
point with guaranteed fairness compared with the results in leader-follower games.
Furthermore, in [79], the authors studied distributed network resource pricing and
allocation, which we briefly introduce as follows:
First, ISPs face a centralized fair resource allocation problem which is formulated
in accordance with the concept of Nash bargaining. It is shown as the following
constrained convex optimization problem:
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maximize
subject to

N


(xi − M R i )

i=1
xi ≥

M Ri ,
xi ≤ P R i ,
(Ax)l ≤ (C)l .

(2.8)

where xi is the resource (rate) assigned to user i, and M R i and P R i are the minimum and peak rate requirements of user i. However, such a central solution always
brings in a lot of network communication burdens. Therefore, the authors proposed
a distributed model where users optimize their own utilities with an added penalty
αi xi , and the aggregated rate is expected to ensure that the system can operate at the
Pareto optimal point. Thus, for each user, Eq. 2.9 is optimized for rate selection:
maximize ln(xi − M R i ) − αi xi
xi

subject to xi ≥ M R i ,
xi ≤ P R i .

(2.9)

Similar to the leader-follower game in Sect. 4.2.1, the network here needs to solve
the rate allocation problem which can maximize its revenue. Besides, the revenue
is calculated by the sum of penalties, as shown in Eq. 2.10. The constraints are the
same in Eq. 2.8.
N

maximize
αi xi
(2.10)
i=1

Obviously, the distributed method can maximize user utility as well as network
revenue, which is similar to the results of the NUM-based model. However, the key
difference is that their system objectives are different: one is to maximize social
welfare, while the other is to fairly distribute resources.
The second cooperation game model is Shapley model. Shapley value emphasizes
revenue distribution based on weighted marginal contribution of each entity in a
group. As an axiomatic method [65, 50, 49], basically, it satisfies properties including
efficiency, symmetry, fairness and dummy.
Proposed by L. S. Shapley in 1953, the Shapley value ϕ provides a unique payoff
allocation satisfying some fairness criteria, which is defined as
ϕi =

1 
Δi (v, S(π, i)) ∀i ∈ N
N!

(2.11)

π ∈Π

where Π is the set of all N ! permutations of N , and S(π, i) is the set of players
preceding i in the permutation π . Thus, the Shapley value of each player can be
explained as the expected marginal contribution Δi (v, S(π, i)).
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Several studies emerge with respect to applying the theory to real network pricing or profit sharing [49, 50]. However, generally, an obvious drawback is its
computational complexity (i.e., N participants needs 2 N scale of computations).
Besides, it requires a centralized allocation process which will also make it less
scalable.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, we first describe three basic pricing models. In a flat pricing model,
the fee is generally constant in a long period of time and used to recover the fixed cost.
And usage-based fee is charged accordingly to recover the usage cost. As a dynamic
pricing where prices are dynamically adjusted, congestion pricing is proposed for
measuring and charging.
In fact, these three pricing models are not orthogonal, which means although
they reflect different pricing factors, their functions can overlap to some extent. For
example, Altmann and Chu [2] proposed a hybrid pricing model that combined flat
and usage pricing. In this model, users can enjoy basic services at a basic flat rate,
while their higher bandwidth demands will be charged by usage. They show that
such a pricing model can improve network performance and increase revenue for
ISPs.
Then, based on two types of network services considering Qos and not considering
Qos respectively, we introduce two kinds of pricing mechanisms.
For best-effort services, it is believed that if edge pricing uses expected congestion
information, it can achieve a certain degree of congestion control. Also, one can
distinguish access bandwidths to provide certain prioritized services. But neither
of them can ensure resource efficiency or gurantee QoS. It is more complex for
QoS-based pricing. And the corresponding pricing process can be more difficult with
higher complexity, especially for IntServ pricing, because QoS is guaranteed based
on per-flow resource reservation. However, for DiffServ, QoS is guaranteed based on
aggregated flows. So DiffServ improves the efficiency at a lower level of complexity
compared with IntServ. Indeed, the combination of IntServ (in edge networks) and
DiffServ (in core networks) to provide differentiated services can enjoy the benefits
of low complexity and high efficiency with a certain degree of QoS.
At last, we classify and summarize typical pricing methods of network resources
based on two main research paths: (1) The system optimization model is mainly based
on the NUM framework. Considering network traffic characteristics, it can be divided
into an optimization model for an elastic flow system and an optimization model for a
hybrid system where inelastic and elastic flows coexist; and (2) Strategic optimization
models are based on two major branches of the game theory non-cooperative games
and cooperative games. We discuss two game theories here. The former proposes a
cooperative game based profit maximization and distribution method in P2P markets,
and the latter gives a non-cooperative game based pricing mechanism in the mobile
markets of multi-interface users.
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We briefly describe the relationship between the system optimization model and
the non-cooperative game model. For the former, ISP dynamically controls the system
through the pricing mechanism to help reach an optimal equilibrium. For the latter,
the analysis of strategic behaviors of all participants based on non-cooperative game
theory can help determine whether the system has NE and evaluate its efficiency.
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Chapter 3

Pricing and Management Related to P2P
and Mobile Internet

With the rapid development of the Internet, the amount and types of network applications have increased significantly, and hence the traffic. On the other hand, consumer’s
demand for network resources is also becoming more and more intense. Although
easy to implement, the traditional flat pricing makes the utilization rate of network
resources drop significantly. Especially since the appearance of new network applications like P2P, the cost of network operation has soared, while the profit of ISPs
has decreased notably. As a countermeasure, many ISPs, such as AT&T, Verizon and
Comcast have abandoned the traditional flat pricing and adopted the traffic-based
hierarchical pricing method instead [43], which has thus become a hot topic. At the
same time, as the Internet market has become more mature, the competition between
ISPs and content providers (CPs) have been brought into full play. Therefore, games
appear frequently in resource pricing analyses.
In the previous two chapters, we summarized the basic pricing model and pricing
mechanisms. In this chapter, we will briefly introduce P2P and the development of
mobile Internet and analyze the challenge they brought to network management and
pricing mechanism. In Chaps. 4 and 5, we will give two specific research instances.
The first one focuses on the imbalance of profit distribution brought by P2P traffic
through the cooperation between ISPs and CPs. While the later one discusses the
problems in pricing games between ISPs in different kinds of markets.

3.1 P2P’s Impact on Cooperation-Based Internet Pricing
and Profit Distribution
As a new content distribution technology, P2P brings an innovation for network traffic
models while satisfying the growing demand for high-bandwidth applications [42].
Such changes make the traditional resource pricing method and profit distribution
mechanism of client/server (C/S) scheme encounter new challenges.
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Fig. 3.1 Comparison
between C/S and P2P

3.1.1 Development of P2P
As shown in Fig. 3.1, different from the traditional C/S scheme, P2P attracts more
and more applications with its distributed nature, good scalability and economy
(free riding). However, although P2P helps CPs (PCPs) save the cost substantially, it
has brought severe impacts on the profit and profit distribution of ISPs. So far, many
researchers have discussed P2P’s influence on network participants, for example [57].
The key problem within is the potential influence in economy. We will introduce the
related work according to the problems below (e.g., ISPs take economic measures
to P2P) and make a distinction between them and the work in Chap. 4.
P2P technology is adopted to improve the content distribution. The effectiveness
has been verified in mercantile system [40, 41, 47] and the corresponding measurements [18, 20, 27]. Related services are P2P file download, P2P streaming media,
P2P-VOD and P2P-IPTV. Related work [11, 20, 21, 46, 48, 58] also gives suggestions on system design to help CPs save more server bandwidth while using auxiliary
resource in content distribution so as to guarantee user experience.
Hei et al. [18] made a small-scale measurement on P2P-IPTV application in largescale practical system (PPLive [40]). By arranging PPLive crawler and package
detection software such as siners in the access points of campus networks and retail
broadband networks, they measured the PPLive traffic during the Spring Festival in
China by combining active and passive measurement technologies together and then
speculated the network structure of streaming architecture based on the data. The
authors found that P2P video streaming shall bring redundant data transmission to
the Internet. What’s more, the successful deployment of P2P-IPTV and the client’s
upload ability are closely related to each other. Consequently, there will be enormous
challenges on upload capabilities connected to an ISP.
Huang et al. are the first to introduce the measurement and analysis of the largescale on-demand video system. They utilized the data in Microsoft MSN system in
[21], and then analyzed the essential feature of MSN video-on-demand service in
C/S scheme. They pointed out peer-assisted content distribution will make it possible
to reduce the server bandwidth from 2.20 Gbps (obtained from the 95 percentile in
December 2006). (ISPs usually adopt the 95 percentile to charge the accessing CPs
or ISP clients [15]) to 79 Mbps. Thus, they can reduce the content distribution cost
substantially (ISPs or CDNs charge 0.1–1.0 cent to the video 200,440 kbps per
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minute). In this paper, the authors concluded that if the video quality is increased by
three times, the server can still save 48.5 % of the bandwidth.
By measuring methods, Huang et al. [20] analyzed the challenges and architecture
design problems in guaranteeing the quality of service while saving server bandwidth
in the actual mass P2P-VoD system (PPLive [40]). They then discussed a variety of
optimization measures and the related system implementation issues. Similarly, in
the process of content distribution, the servers have a backup complementary role of
P2P. During the measurement in the actual P2P-VoD system, the authors found that
the adoption of weighted copy strategy, proper transmission strategy and scheduling
policy can further reduce server bandwidth in the system. In the measurement of a
day, the authors concluded that the server’s average load occupied about 8.3 % of the
whole system. So we infer that in the actual system, P2P can help CPs (PCPs) save a
lot of cost. Cheng et al. introduced the design, implementation and evaluation of the
actual P2P-VoD system Gridcast arranged in CERNET. They focused on analyzing
the optimization made by cache and copy of the replication strategy on the decrease
of the server bandwidth. At last, they concluded that in the case of multiple video
caching (MVC) and pre-copy, the average server bandwidth can reduce at least 51 %.
Compared to the cost reduced by P2P, we can infer negative effects of P2P traffic
on local ISPs.
Taking MSN video as an example, Huang et al. [21] combined the recognition of
P2P auxiliary traffic distribution, peer’s IP address mapping in ISPs and the supposed
economic relationships between ISPs together, and then studied the economic effect
on ISPs made by peers during random or ISP-friendly neighbor selection (mainly
from the traffic across the net settlement). Experiments show that under the random
condition, most P2P traffic transfer across the network, which will bring ISPs huge
cost. However, when decreasing ISP settlement across the net via limiting peer selection to the maximum degree, peer auxiliary can still reduce the server bandwidth to at
least 50 %. However, the traffic provided by users would make the ISP cost unable to
be compensated in the ISP flat charging model. In addition, although this work cannot
explain PCP’s economic influence on ISPs in quantification, it provide references on
identifying application flow and estimating economic impact.
Different from the work above, Karagiannis et al. [23] analyzed P2P’s influence
on ISPs, PCPs and users by measuring the BitTorrent system [10]. Besides the same
conclusion as the work above (peer auxiliary content distribution will benefit PCPs
and users, but it will not increase the income of ISPs), the authors also estimated the
effectiveness of locality-aware P2P implementation (the neighbor selection method
peers accessing to content from the Internet). Through quantitative analysis, the
authors believe this method can achieve the approximate cache effect. So we can
infer that the outlet flow and the corresponding cost of ISPs can be reduced. But this
work made the treatment for the mass upload network flow more difficult.
Many articles [1, 21, 34, 42, 45, 51, 52, 55] discussed the negative effects made by
P2P and ISP’s possible measures. For example, the negative resistance to P2P traffic
[34], and the cooperation with PCPs on projects [1, 45, 55]. Some also introduced
how to reduce the impact of ISPs from the perspective of PCPs, such as the ISPfriendly neighbor selection [21] and the CDN based neighbor selection [12].
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Kaya et al. [24] analyzed the risk and feasibility in the above project including the
ISP and PCP cooperation and the PCP auxiliary neighbor selection based on the third
party information (CDN). They pointed out the potential abnormal result especially
in the case of multiple ISPs. For instance, in the customer–supplier relationship,
when providing P2P-related oracle information to select neighbors, adding selfish
preferences will make ISP customers facing high costs and congestion. Aimed at
these problems, the authors gave some suggestions on system improvement, however,
the effectiveness still need further analysis and validation.
Actually, the primary cause of the negative effect of ISPs is P2P free-riding,
which makes the cost of ISPs with heavy P2P traffic load unable to receive payoffs
and even increase the ISP (usually access ISP) settlement cost across the network
due to randomness, forming significant contrast with PCP’s benefit. Inappropriate
interest distribution makes ISP’s interest damaged and thus the contradiction with
P2P is sharpened.

3.1.2 Charging and Profit Division in P2P Networks
In this book, we try to solve the imbalance problem of interest distribution mentioned
above by economic means. And the aims are as follow: on the one hand, we can
promote ISPs to support P2P by providing rational economic payoffs; on the other
hand, from the perspective of promoting the advantages of P2P technology, we can
encourage PCP system to optimize system performance and help reduce the network
transmission cost.
Different from this book, Wang et al. [52] analyzed P2P’s influence on the peering
relationship between ISPs. They abstracted networks as follow: as customers, two
local ISPs buy bandwidth from the upper ISP (the provider) and then provide accesses
to the users. The relationships between ISP-ISP and ISP-users are studied, as shown
in Fig. 3.2. In short, this paper adopts multi-leader-follower game model for the
interaction in ISP-ISP (user’s pricing affects user market share of each other) and
ISP-user (ISP flat pricing and network performance decide user’s choice of ISPs).
When users’ network utility (decided by network performance and price) in the two
ISPs are the same, the market reaches equilibrium. (The user can achieve the same
effect no matter which ISP is chosen.) Through the instance, the authors analyzed the
benefit of ISPs and the relationship between the variables at the network equilibrium
and then gave some bandwidth suggestions on local ISPs and whether there are peer
relationships between them. The authors concluded that even if there is a tremendous
amount of P2P network traffic, the equivalence relationship between local ISPs is
still good for the overall local ISPs. In other words, with the help of large ISPs’ P2P
users, smaller ISPs will get free-riding.
Based on a simple game model of dual ISP competition in the market, Wang
et al. [51] analyzed the condition upload pricing instead of flat pricing in the ISP
competition environment. The authors’ opinion is that in peer-to-peer (P2P) content
distribution mode, users make content distribution for CPs, which shall assume the
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Fig. 3.2 Business model and
game theoretic framework

original CP fees for the Internet. However, due to the competitive market environment, users can choose from different ISPs. So pricing is not easy to implement. That
is, ISPs should consider user loss in the market to pursue maximal benefit. Therefore it is hard to determine the appropriate price based on usage. In the guarantee of
number of users, the authors gave the upload pricing in a single ISP to users based on
the profit-neutral assumption. And then the influence on ISPs in the charge strategy
is studied based on usage. The three potential results of the market (both flat pricing,
both upload pricing, and both under dual charging modes) are also analyzed.
Actually, the work above all ignores the user behaviors in P2P systems. They
usually assume that users will voluntarily provide necessary resources (such as storage and bandwidth) in the system. Another way is the mandatory implementation
of user resource scheduling by P2P internal mechanism. However, in practice, as
selfish network participants, users need to consider the optimization of their own
benefit. At this time, appropriate client incentive mechanism is of great importance
to the success of P2P systems. For example, the analysis in VoD systems by Ma
et al. In [28], the Tit-for-Tat in BitTorrent, and better services provided to users willing to upload by Huang et al. [21], which all aim at promoting user participation and
achieving system goals preferably. Expectations of incentive mechanism is simple
and feasible in engineering, with less cost, better stability and performance.
Ma et al. [32] provided the evaluation framework of the incentive mechanism for
P2P systems, which can be used to guide the actual design. Taking two incentive
strategies based on historical information sharing as example, the authors carried out
simulation analyses to their long-term stability and performance and then concluded
that the proportional combination incentive mechanism of consumption and contribution factors will reach robust and scalable systems, while the image incentive
mechanism would lead to less contribution of the user, and system crash eventually.
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It is observed that PCP is often incentive mechanism design based on user’s
response to the service. In fact, if ISPs charge the user based on usage (such as the
upload pricing), the user will consider not only the acquired service but also the cost
for ISPs while deciding whether to contribute resources or not. Thus, PCP’s incentive
effect on users will be affected [42].
In this scheme, we can expect to design a cooperative and interest sharing mechanism satisfying both efficiency and fairness. Actually, due to the benefits of cooperative game solutions in the Internet, optimization model and protocol design has
gradually become a research hot spot [22, 29, 31]. Commonly used cooperative game
models include Shapley value [54], Nash Bargaining [36] etc. According to whether
benefits can be transferred, the cooperative game is divided into non-transferable
utility (NTU) games and transferable utility (TU) games.
This section focuses on the studies of fair benefit/profit division based on cooperative game theory. (Note: In NTU games, currency can be used to transfer benefits
among different participants.) Currently, such work is mainly focused on the modeling analysis of the cooperation and profit division between ISPs and CPs.
Ma et al. [29, 31] proposed a profit division mechanism among ISPs through Shapley value [54] in cooperative game theory. Shapley value, as an axiomatic approach,
is the unique solution that meets multiple properties (such as fairness and efficiency).
Specifically, it divides the cost and benefit apportioned in accordance with the marginal contribution. In other words, the cost and benefits assigned to a player is the
average of his/her marginal contribution to the union. Ma et al. defined the function
worth of the union and the marginal contribution of the ISPs in the union. They found
the profit division based on Shapley value can promote the ISPs to interconnect with
each other and encourage the ISPs maximizing their own worth to adopt optimal
routing strategy so as to achieve the profit maximization of the system. However, the
realization of Shapley value is of high complexity because it needs a fair arbitration
institution to assess the contribution of the players, which is very difficult in reality
and incompatible with the existing settlement mechanism. Therefore, problems still
exist in the application of Shapley value.
Misra et al. [35] proposed an incentive mechanism in the peer-assisted content
delivery service based on the fluid Shapley value. They found that when the network
owns a large number of users (peers), the assigned value of each participant will
approach to limits, thus simplifying the computation of the Shapley value mechanism.
Unlike [29, 31] which only consider problems from the perspective of ISPs, the
participation of CPs and users are also taken into account. However, the difference
is that their work is based on the assumption of the characteristics of each function,
which is equivalent to giving the conditions of the satisfactory solution (such as
nuclear [39]) (Note: a solution concept in cooperative game theory, which need to
meet some properties). Comparing the gains of ISPs and CPs in cooperative situation
and non-cooperative situation, Altman et al. [2] found that ISPs and CPs always
gain a higher profit through cooperation than that in the non-cooperative situation.
However, the main purpose is not to study the cooperation based profit division
but the effectiveness of various factors on net neutrality when ISPs charge CPs
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volume-based rates. Thus, in this work, the ISPs and the CPs divide their revenue
based on the simplest equal division.
Altman et al. [3] studied how should ISPs adjust the pricing of CPs through
Nash Bargaining in the non-neutral network. Then, Altman et al. [4] studied this
problem again in a more general scenario. However, the main purpose of both work
is to discuss the effect of different bargaining power of the ISPs and the CPs on the
charge amount.
We will propose our model in Chap. 4. Different from the above-mentioned studies, our model quantifies the revenue change of PCPs and ISPs caused by P2P and
discusses the boundary condition of the ISPs taking actions to increase their own
revenue. Then, we will analyze the revenue change after ISPs change their pricing
strategy on users. Apparently, the revenue of PCP will be affected by ISP’s pricing
strategy. In addition, the differences between our model and the original methods
are: compared with the work in [35], we consider the general models of ISPs and
CPs’ user demand and profits and give a general framework to analyze the effect of
the peer-assisted content delivery on players’ revenue, helping judge whether they
would participate in the cooperation according to individual rationality; compared
with the work in [2], the profit distribution model proposed in this book is based on
NBS (Nash bargaining solution); compared with the works in [3, 4], the purpose of
the model in this book is to promote the cooperation between ISPs and PCPs, and
thus stimulating the continuous growth of P2P applications.
In Chap. 4, we will give the detailed description of the model. It quantifies the
unbalanced profit distribution between PCPs and ISPs and analyzes the triggered
strategic interactions. This model is used to predict the possible system states with
non-cooperation, so as to prepare for the design of a fair profit distribution mechanism
in the development of P2P applications.

3.2 Pricing Mechanisms in Mobile Internet
Mobile Internet is a major trend of network development. For example, the major
ISPs in Chinese mobile Internet market include China Mobile, China Telecom and
China Unicom. As of the end of December 2012, the number of Chinese netizens
has reached 564 million and the number of mobile phone users 420 million, with an
annual growth rate of 18.1 %. Various indicators of mobile network growth rate go
beyond that of the traditional networks, and mobile phones grow fast in the areas of
Weibo and E-commerce applications. By the end of December 2012, the size of the
Weibo users in China has mounted to 309 million with an increase of 58.73 million
compared with the end of 2011. The number of Weibo users accounts for 54.7 %
of all the Internet users in China. The number of mobile Weibo users reaches 202
million, accounting for 65.6 % of all Weibo users. We can see that social network
softwares such as Weibo has become an essential part of life for the majority of
users. According to the statistics from China Internet Network Information Center,
the distribution of the mobile social network user activity is shown in Fig. 3.3 [14].

Fig. 3.3 Mobile social network user activity in China
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Mobile hosts using network services generally have multiple network interfaces to
access the Internet through different ISPs [13]. However, interests lead to disputes.
ISPs and Internet companies fight each other for the amount of users and profits.
Meanwhile, users also have the right to choose different network services provided by
different ISPs and Internet companies. Recently, WeChat, a typical OTT application
in China, falls into a debate with mobile ISPs on the distribution of profits.
WeChat is a smart phone application launched by Tencent on January 21st 2011,
which supports the transmission of voice SMS, videos, pictures, texts and group
chats. This application is completely free except for the data traffic generated by
messages, which results in a quick double of user size. As of January 23rd 2013, the
number of WeChat users has been up to over 300 million. It is the rapid spread of
WeChat that caused the recent debate on the pricing issue. In fact, the spearhead of
the issue is not like the network rumors that Tencent will charge users, but that ISPs
hope to charge Tencent on WeChat. Then what should China Mobile charge Tencent
for? According to China Mobile, the excessive signals in the network will result in
“signal storm”. Besides, WeChat will continuously send signals to the base station
to inform its online state and position, which is called the heartbeat state. Moreover,
according to the interconnection system in China, China Mobile will always pay
for the traffic between different ISPs in order to use the high profits of the mobile
business to subside fixed network infrastructures. A part of the traffic generated by
WeChat is actually paid by China Mobile. Meanwhile, with the free communication
provided by WeChat, the business of China Mobile is also threatened. What might
happen next is still hard to predict. But it can be seen that the core issue here is billing
and profit distribution.
The complicated relationship between ISPs and CPs is evident. From an economic
perspective, a dynamic game exists between ISPs and service users. In economics,
the market is divided into a perfectly competitive market [38] and an imperfectly
competitive market [17] according to the types of competition. Perfect competition is
the ideal state of the market, which requires a sufficient number of sellers and buyers,
becauseeach person alone cannot influence the market price. Imperfect competition
is put forward by American economist J.M. Clark, who pointed out that perfect
competition is an ideal state which does not exist in real life.
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The network market we refer to does not meet the preconditions of a competitive
competition market. First, the prices in the network market is impossible to stay
constant regardless of the entry and exit of any ISP; Second, the services provided
by different ISPs are impossible to be completely homogeneous, because R&D technologies may vary and thereby introduce different types of services; Finally, market
participants cannot fully understand all the information, such as service cost and user
income. In summary, network market is an imperfectly competitive market.
A certain degree of monopoly exists in an imperfectly competitive market. Market
monopoly can be divided into monopolistic market [8], oligopolistic market [16] and
joint monopoly market [37] according to organizational forms.
For network markets, a monopolistic market has only one ISP to provide services;
an oligopolistic market has multiple ISPs to provide a variety of service combination,
and users can select among multiple ISPs and service portfolios according to their
needs; joint monololistic market has multiple ISPs to jointly control the network
service market. Market monopoly will impede the competitive process and do harm
to the society, and therefore are punished by many national laws [6]. From the
perspective of game theory, joint monopolistic market is unstable. When an ISP
adopts advanced production technology to reduce costs and adjust service portfolios
to gain more users and profits, this form of monopoly will be broken. Once such a
price coalition is broken, the market will turn into an oligopolistic market.
Many researchers studied the ISP service composition model. For example, three
basic network resource pricing models of CDN and P2P networks, including flat
pricing, usage-based pricing and congestion-based pricing, are surveyed in [19]. The
survey also refers to hybrid pricing models, such as the one based on flat pricing and
usage-based pricing [5]. In Chap. 5, we will introduce the service model instance that
adopts such hybrid pricing model.
In addition, the researches on service pricing methods [5, 19, 25, 30, 33, 49, 50,
56, 59–61] depend on two theories: system optimization theory and game theory.
First, the goal of the system optimization theory is to achieve a network utility
maximization [19, 25, 49, 61], which has been deeply studied.
For example, researchers in [49] studied the tiered pricing between upper tier
ISPs and lower tier ISPs, as shown in Fig. 3.4. And the goal is to analyze whether
the current tiered pricing is close to the optimal in the entire network transmission
market and whether the optimal strategy exists. Tiered pricing improves both the
profits of ISPs and the surplus of users. This paper proposed a user demand model
and an ISP cost model. But it only solves the problem of ISPs, without the choice of
users on the services.
Second, studies based on the cooperative game theory in economics are also indepth and comprehensive.
Researchers proposed a network pricing philosophy based on cooperative game
theory [56], pointing out that the bargaining game in QoS model is able to bring a
better macro result, while the leader-follower game is not a Pareto optimal solution.
There are many mature studies based on cooperative game theory. But economists
found that cooperative relationships generally do not exist among participants in
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Fig. 3.4 Market efficiency loss due to coarse bundling [49] a Blended-rate pricing. IPS charges
a single blended rate po . b Tiered pricing. ISP charges rates p1 and p2 for flows

reality. Few studies on the dynamic game between ISPs and users are based on
non-cooperative game theory.
Offering various packages is a common way for ISPs to charge users. In fact,
the package design is based on the mechanism design in game theory. For a single
type of service, such as data service, ISPs usually adopt mechanism design to solve
the information asymmetry problem and gain maximum profit through the design
of optimal nonlinear pricing mechanisms [44]. In the mobile market, ISPs will provide various types of services, such as voice service, SMS service and data service.
Many researchers have studied how providing a combination of services could bring
potential profits for ISPs [7]. In April 2013, China Telecom, one of the largest mobile
service providers in China, starts to provide the building block service compositions, allowing users to choose highly customized service compositions, as shown
in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 “Building block
package” by China Telecom
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On the study of user utility in multi-interface mobile host, researchers [13] proposed a flow allocation method based on the active probing optimization of cost
and performance of the available paths by simplifying and modeling communications between the mobile host and the Internet. In terms of ISPs’ cost computation,
Valancius et al. [48] referred that, in view of uncertainties number of basic stations,
locations of users, and electricity fees) cannot be estimated, we can use exhaustivity
to list the possibly existent cost models in tests. The model we use here is built on
two assumptions. First, we suppose that the flow loaded on ISPs is proportional to the
overall cost; second, we suppose a unit cost is a function related to the distance. The
study in [26] provides a cost computing scheme, in which the relationship between
equipment operation cost and network scale is logarithmic.
In Chap. 5, we use dynamic game theory to analyze the choice of strategies for
ISPs and users and obtain real user data to verify the model validity.

3.3 Summary
The diversity of the Internet, like the emergence of P2P and mobile Internet, challenges the traditional Internet pricing, which has become researchers’ focus of attention.
P2P traffic leads to a cost transfer from CPs to ISPs and users, resulting in unbalanced distribution of profits. So far, researchers have not found a reasonable solution
yet. In Chap. 4, we use cooperative game model to analyze the problem and propose
a profit distribution mechanism based on cooperation between ISPs and CPs, which
is a viable solution this problem.
In mobile Internet, users can choose among various types of services. And the
competition between mobile ISPs is fierce, which provides opportunities for users
to access the Internet via multiple interfaces. In Chap. 5, we use dynamic game
theory to analyze strategies of ISPs to launch service combination packages and
give suggestions for ISPs on the set of the packages based on the results. These
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suggestions can help ISPs gain higher profits and promote the healthy development
of the mobile Internet market.
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Chapter 4

Cooperative Game-Based Pricing and Profit
Distribution in P2P Markets

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology has been the foundation of many important
Internet applications, like Video on Demand (VoD) and file sharing. However, under
the traditional pricing mechanism, the fact that most P2P traffic flows among peers
can dramatically decrease the profit of ISPs, who may take actions against P2P and
impede the development of P2P technology [15, 18]. In this chapter, we develop a
mathematical framework to analyze such economic issues. Inspired by the idea from
cooperative game theory, we propose a cooperative profit-distribution model based
on Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS), in which both eyeball ISPs and Peer-assisted
Content Providers (PCPs) form a separate coalition and compute a fair Pareto point
to determine profit distribution. Here the eyeball ISPs refer to the ISPs which specialize in delivery to hundreds of thousands of residential users, supporting the last-mile
connectivity [8]. Moreover, we design a fair and feasible mechanism for profit distribution within each coalition and give a model to discuss the potential competition
among ISPs. We show that such a cooperative method not only guarantees the fair
profit distribution among network participators, but also helps improve the economic
efficiency of the network system.

4.1 Non-cooperative Game Model
4.1.1 Network Model
The network model consists of three communities: ISP community, CP community,
and the user community, which are denoted by MISP , MCP , and Muser , respectively.
Their relationships are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. In a practical network system, MISP
often adopts a bandwidth-based pricing model (such as the 95-percentile billing for
burstable bandwidth [5]) to charge MCP and a flat pricing model to charge Muser
[2, 4]. Moreover, MCP often charges Muser based on its consumed traffic volume.
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Fig. 4.1 Relationships among ISP community, CP community, and the user community

In the Client/Server (C/S) network, all service contents flow from MCP to Muser
through MISP ’s network. Suppose the total traversing bandwidth provided by MISP
is bISP , the bandwidth bought by MCP from MISP is bCP , and that bought by Muser
is buser . For MCP and Muser , suppose their average bandwidth utilization rates are
ξCP and ξuser , respectively. Usually, ξCP is high, while ξuser is low (large CPs can use
bandwidth more efficiently). Let v be the traffic volume. Then, we have
v = bCP · ξCP = buser · ξuser

(4.1)

In the peer-assisted network, some CPs in MCP begin to adopt P2P technology and
ultimately become Peer-assisted Content Providers (PCPs). After these CPs become
PCPs, the CP community becomes MCP = MPCP ∪ MrCP , where MPCP is the set of
PCPs, and MrCP consists of the rest unchanged CPs. Then, the service content consists
of two parts: the P2P content and the content provided by MrCP . The former is more
complex because it flows to Muser from both MPCP and Muser through networks
provided by ISPs in MISP . We suppose the traffic of MPCP accounts for a proportion
α in the total traffic of MCP . Generally, the P2P content provided by servers of PCPs
in MPCP accounts for only a small proportion β > 0 and the other will be provided
by users in Muser . In this case, MPCP can reduce its bought bandwidth to a smaller
∗ , so as to reduce the cost and keep its bandwidth utilization rate at ξ ,
value bPCP
CP
while Muser with fixed bandwidth at buser , will increase its bandwidth utilization
∗ , which makes the link or path busier. We assume the
rate to a higher value ξuser
emergence of P2P traffic will not impact the traffic of MrCP . Then MrCP will keep
its traffic at vcs = bCP · (1 − α) · ξCP . Suppose the total user-side uploading and
downloading P2P traffic amount is vp2p = vp2p + vp2p , where vp2p and vp2p refer to
the user-side uploading and downloading P2P traffic amounts respectively. Then we
have the following equations:
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∗
vp2p · β = bPCP
· ξCP

vp2p · (1 − β) = vp2p
which means that the users’ P2P downloading demand with a β proportion is satisfied
by the servers of the PCP, and the demand with the other 1 − β proportion is satisfied
by the users themselves. Then we have:
vp2p =

∗
· ξCP
bPCP
vp2p
=
β
1 + (1 − β)

∗
So, vp2p = bPCP
· ξCP · (2 − β)/β. Then, similar to the case of C/S network, we
should have
∗
vp2p + vcs = bPCP
· ξCP ·

2−β
∗
+ bCP · (1 − α) · ξCP = buser · ξuser
β

(4.2)

∗ ≥ ξ
where ξCP ≥ ξuser
user . If β = 1, CPs will provide the total traffic, which is the
same as Eq. (4.1). Here we assume β > 0, which means the server always provides
content and makes the equation meaningful. We also make some assumptions here:

• The ISP charges CP/PCP a unit usage price pb and charges users a flat fee τ ;
• The CP charges users a unit usage price ps ;
• MISP has built a network with a fixed capacity and it is not fully filled with traffic.
The interaction among MISP , MCP and Muser can be demonstrated by two games,
which will be analysed in detail in Sects. 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.

4.1.2 Strategy-Chosen Game
We use a dynamic game between MISP and MCP to analyze their strategies on technology and pricing. As discussed in Sect. 4.1.1, the CPs can choose between C/S
network and P2P-assisted network, and the ISPs have the strategy space of charging
users based on flat pricing or usage-based pricing. A dynamic game is used here
because the MCP will first choose whether to adopt P2P in content delivery, after
which the MISP will choose the pricing strategy on users according to the strategy of
MCP . The game tree of this strategy-chosen game is shown in Fig. 4.2.
As a matter of convenience, we use states 0, 1 and 2 to refer to the possible market
states (i.e. the three leaves in the game tree in Fig. 4.2) determined by the strategies
Si
chosen by MISP and MCP , and USi
CP and UISP refer to the profit of MCP and MISP in
Si
Si
State i (i = 1, 2, 3), therefore, (UCP , UISP ) refers to the payoff of the game in each
state.
The payoff of MISP and MCP in each state is determined by the equilibrium of
the two-stage price-decision game in Sect. 4.1.3 and the values of the payoffs will
determine the equilibrium of this strategy-chosen game.
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Fig. 4.2 The strategy-chosen
game tree

4.1.3 Two-Stage Price-Decision Game
A three-player non-cooperative game can be used to characterize the interactions
among MISP , MCP , and Muser . We introduce Muser into this game because the users’
reactions are involved in the price decision process of MISP and MCP . The precondition for this game is that both MISP and MCP have chosen their strategy, which
has been discussed in Sect. 4.1.2. We analyze a two-stage game model to determine
buser , the bandwidth requirement of Muser . We also aim to deduce the basic traffic
usage v at equilibrium. The optimal charging fees include ISPs’ network fee and
CPs’ service fee. We use backward induction to solve this game and obtain an initial
equilibrium market state (State 0).

4.1.3.1 Game Formulation
The strategy spaces of MISP and MCP are both continuous, so we give an overview
rather than the game tree of the two-stage game in Fig. 4.3 because an overview can
better demonstrate the strategies of the participators and the repeated game between
MISP and MCP . At the first stage, MISP and MCP decide the prices through a noncooperative repeated game; then, at the second stage, Muser makes the best response
traffic usage decision according to the prices set by MISP and MCP at the first stage.
Initially, suppose MISP charges MCP a bandwidth-based price pb and charges
Muser a flat price τ . We assume the equivalent bandwidth-based unit price of τ is the
v
· pb ). Then, the
same as pb . Thus, τ is often set based on a given ξuser (τ = ξuser
profit of MISP is
US0
ISP ( pb ) = b
CP · pb + τ− CISP (v)
(4.3)
v
v
= ξCP
· pb − CISP (v),
+ ξuser
where CISP (·) is a composite cost function [9].
For MCP , let ps be unit service price and Fad (·) be a volume-based advertisement
fee function. Then, its profit is
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Fig. 4.3 Overview of the
two-stage game. The arrows
illustrate the input and the
output of each community
and the * represents the final
optimal reaction, i.e. the Nash
equilibrium

US0
CP ( ps ) = v · ps + Fad (v) − bCP · pb − CCP (v)
v
= v · ps + Fad (v) −
· pb − CCP (v),
ξCP

(4.4)

where CCP (·) is a volume-based cost function.
UISP is super additive because the first item on the right side of Eq. (4.3) is linear to
the traffic volume and the second item is increasing and concave in the traffic volume,
which will be discussed in Sect. 4.1.5, and so is UCP . The super additivity of UISP
and UCP guarantees that the ISP grand coalition and the PCP grand coalition can
be formed, because with more participators joining in, the total profit will increase
accordingly [10].
In addition, let Euser (v) be the experience value for Muser consuming content
volume v. Then, its utility is
US0
user (v) = Euser (v) − (buser · pb + v · ps )


pb
+ ps · v.
= Euser (v) −
ξuser

(4.5)

In this C/S network, a three-player game can characterize the interactions. MISP
and MCP act as leaders to price Muser which acts as a follower to decide traffic
usage. In addition, since MISP and MCP jointly affect the resource usage of Muser , a
two-player non-cooperative game happens between them.
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According to the backward induction in the leader-follower game, we first analyze
the second stage of this game, assuming that MISP and MCP have set the prices at the
first stage of the game.
The follower’s problem
Given pb and ps , Muser is going to maximize its utility in Eq. (4.5). By solving the
follower’s problem (Stage 2), we can obtain the service content consumed by Muser as
v̂( pb , ps ) = min{argmaxUuser , buser · ξcp }.

(4.6)

v

which is the users’ best response traffic usage decision within its purchased capacity.
(v)
and then we have o(v) = d · pb + ps (d = 1/ξuser ) according to
Let o(v) = dEuser
dv
the first order condition for Eq. (4.5). As d · pb + ps > 0, Euser (v) is a continuously
increasing function. We assume that o(v) is a one-to-one mapping. Then based on
our assumption that the network is underused, we have v̂( pb , ps ) = o−1 (d · pb + ps ).
The leaders’ problems
Suppose MISP and MCP know their impacts on the utility of Muser . Then, anticipating
users will choose v = v̂( pb , ps ) to decide their traffic usage; the leaders’ problems
become
For MISP:

maxUISP ( pb , v̂( pb , ps ))

For MCP:

maxUCP ( ps , v̂( pb , ps )).

pb

ps

Then a two-player non-cooperative Nash game between MISP and MCP happens.
MISP and MCP take turns to optimize their own objects UISP and UCP by varying
their own decision variables pb and ps , respectively, while keeping that of the other
player as a constant. The existence of Nash Equilibrium (NE) for this multi-leaderfollower game depends on the properties of each utility function and the existence
and the uniqueness of pure Nash equilibrium have been well proved for particular
continuous Nash game [3].

4.1.3.2 Game Solution
Let ( pb∗ , ps∗ ) be the Nash Equilibrium. Then, according to the definition of Nash
Equilibrium, the solution turns out to be as follows
⎧ ∗
∗
⎨ pb = argmax UISP ( pb , v̂( pb , ps )),
pb

⎩ ps∗ = argmax UCP ( pb∗ , v̂( pb∗ , ps )).

(4.7)

ps

We have the following theorem on the simplified sufficient conditions of Nash Equilibrium for this problem, which will also help us obtain equilibrium.
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Theorem 4.1 Let ( pb∗ , ps∗ ) be the Nash Equilibrium defined in Eq. (4.7) and v∗ =
v̂( pb∗ , ps∗ ). Then, let
φ1 (v) = c · v ·
φ2 (v) = v ·

1
d
do(v)
dv

do(v)
dCISP (v)
,
dv −
dv
dFad (v)
dCCP (v)
+ dv − dv .

·

(4.8)

It must satisfy the following two conditions:
1. o(v∗ ) + φ1 (v∗ ) + φ2 (v∗ ) = 0,
dφ1 (v)
do(v)
∗
2. ( dc · do(v)
dv + dv )|v < 0, ( dv +
where c =

1

ξuser

+

1
ξcp ,

and e =

dφ2 (v)
∗
dv )|v

< 0.

1
ξcp .

Proof. We have o(v∗ ) = d · pb∗ + ps∗ according to Eq. (4.5).
According to the definition of Nash Equilibrium, pb∗ should be the best response
to ps∗ , and vice versa. Since we do not consider the cases where the maximum profit
happens at the boundary, we must have
∂EISP ( pb , ps∗ )
| pb∗
∂ pb
∗
∂ECP ( pb , ps )
| ps∗
∂ ps

= 0,
= 0,

2 ( p , p∗ )
∂EISP
b s
| pb∗
∂ pb
2
∗
∂ECP ( pb , ps )
| ps∗
∂ ps

< 0,

(4.9)

< 0.

Moreover, because v = o−1 (d · pb + ps ) exists, we have
∂EISP (v, ps∗ )
|v ∗
∂v
∗
∂ECP (v, pb )
|v ∗
∂v

=
=

∂EISP ( pb , ps∗ )
pb
pb
∗
| pb∗ · ∂∂v
|v∗ , ∂∂v
|v∗ = d1 do(v)
∂ pb
dv |v  = 0,
∗
∂EISP ( pb , ps )
ps
ps
∗
| ps∗ · ∂∂v
|v∗ , ∂∂v
|v∗ = do(v)
∂ ps
dv |v  = 0.

We can apply the above properties under conditions in Eq. (4.9) and rewrite them as
follows:
2 (v, p ∗ )
∂EISP
∂EISP (v, ps∗ )
s
|v∗ = 0,
|v∗ < 0,
∂v
∂v
(4.10)
2 ( p ∗ ,v)
∂ECP ( pb∗ ,v)
∂ECP
b
|v∗ = 0,
|v∗ < 0.
∂v
∂v
From Eqs. (4.10), (4.3), (4.4) and o(v∗ ) = d · pb∗ + ps∗ , we derive that
do(v)
dCISP (v)
∗
|v∗ = 0,
dv |v −
dv
do(v)
dFad (v)
dCCP (v)
∗
∗
∗
dv |v +
dv |v − e · pb −
dv |v

c · pb∗ + c · v∗ ·
ps∗ + v∗ ·

1
d

·

= 0.

It can be further simplified based on Eq. (4.8) as follows
c · pb∗ + φ1 (v∗ ) = 0,
ps∗ + φ2 (v∗ ) − e · pb∗ = 0.

(4.11)

v∗ must satisfy the following condition in order to be the traffic usage at a Nash
Equilibrium
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o(v∗ ) + φ1 (v∗ ) + φ2 (v∗ ) = 0.

(4.12)

Second, order conditions in Eq. (4.10) can be simplified as
( dc ·

∂o(v)
∂(v)

+

∂φ1 (v∗ )
∗
∂v )|v

< 0, ( ∂o(v)
∂(v) +

∂φ2 (v∗ )
∗
∂v )|v

< 0.

(4.13)

This theorem presents a way to compute the Nash Equilibrium of the game which
represents the steady state of this network market (denoted as State 0).

4.1.4 P2P-Involved Profit Computing Model
One important job of this chapter is to measure and quantify P2P traffic’s impact
on the network economic market under the traditional pricing mechanism. Based
on results in the last subsection, we first analyze the growing impact of P2P traffic on the profits or utilities of Internet participators when the pricing strategy
remains unchanged, which we define as State 1. Then we illustrate an analysis of
MISP ’s reactive behavior conditionally and study its corresponding aftermath, i.e.,
State 2. Finally, we present a state transformation graph to summarize these possible
non-cooperative market states and their transition conditions.

4.1.4.1 State 1
In the peer-assisted network, we assume vcs will not be impacted by the emergence
∗ = v∗ · (1 − α)). It is reasonable when people give
of P2P traffic here (i.e. vcs = vcs
priority to satisfying inelastic basic needs of traditional Internet services (such as
email and web) which are unlikely to become P2P-assisted.
Compared with C/S content distribution mode, P2P can improve the experience
of Muser because of its scalability. So let Euser be Muser ’s new experience value for
∗ , and we assume E
content downloading profile v = vp2p + vcs
user (v) > Euser (v) as
∗
long as v > vcs (i.e., vp2p > 0). Let a be the experience accelerating factor of P2P
traffic (which is related to β and always satisfies a > 1), so we have Euser (v) =
∗ ) + v∗ ). Indeed, we simply assume that a and β satisfy a linear
Euser (a · (v − vcs
cs
relationship. So we create fitting curve for a based on two empirical points (β, a) =
(0.3, 4) (i.e., when 70 % PCP content is provided by P2P, users’ experience will
expand four times compared with that under C/S mode) and (β, a) = (1, 1) (i.e.,
when all the PCP content is provided by servers, the calculation of such experience
is the same as that under C/S mode). Then, we get a = 1 + 30
7 (1 − β).
Remark 4.1 Intuitively, 1 − β reflects P2P’s power, and when it becomes larger, the
performance of P2P service will become better because of its distributed sharing
nature. So we assume k increases in accordance with 1 − β. As PCPs’ servers
guarantee system stability, they are generally indispensable (i.e., β > 0).
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Often, MISP charges Muser a flat price. Suppose new average bandwidth utilization
∗ cannot exceed ξ
rate ξuser
CP as discussed in Sect. 4.1.1. Then, we have vp2p · (2 −
∗
b∗ ·ξCP −vcs
∗
∗
. As long as vp2p ≤ vp2p , the fee charged
β) + vcs ≤ buser · ξCP . Let vp2p = user2−β
∗
· pb∗ ; when vp2p > vp2p , we assume MISP will
from Muser will be kept at τ = buser
charge additional fee for the excessive volume (vp2p − vp2p ) · (2 − β) based on a
volume-based pricing. For bandwidth-based price pb∗ , its equivalent volume-based
price is

pb∗
ξuser .

US1
user =

Thus, the utility of Muser becomes
Euser (v) − v · ps∗ − τ, if vp2p ≤ vp2p ;
Euser (v) − v · ps∗ − τ − (vp2p − vp2p ) · (2 − β) ·

S1 (since v = v
∗
Here, Muser will decide vp2p
p2p + vcs
maximize Uuser , i.e.,

pb∗
ξuser ,

otherwise.
(4.14)
based on our assumption) to

S1
= argmax Uuser .
vp2p

(4.15)

vp2p

S1 , we can get U
Then, based on vp2p
CP and UISP as follows.
For MCP , UCP will become
S1
∗
S1
US1
CP = v · ps + Fad (v ) −

S1 ·β+v∗
vp2p
cs
ξCP

· pb∗ − C(vS1 ),

(4.16)

∗
vS1 ·β+vcs

S1 + v∗ , and p2p
denotes the bandwidth purchased by MCP
where vS1 = vp2p
cs
ξCP
from MISP when the β proportion traffic is provided by their own servers. Similar to
∗ ) · β + v∗ ) (0 < β ≤ 1) to measure
Euser (v), here we define CCP (v) = CCP ((v − vcs
cs
the cost alleviated by P2P-assisting.
Accordingly, UISP will become

⎧
∗
vS1 ·β+vcs
⎪
S1 ≤ v
⎨ τ + p2pξ
· pb∗ − CISP (vS1 ), if vp2p
p2p ;
CP
=
US1
ISP
S1
∗
∗
⎪
v ·β+vcs
pb
⎩
S1 − v
+ p2pξ
· pb∗ − CISP (vS1 ),
τ + (vp2p
p2p ) · (2 − β) · ξ
user

CP

otherwise.

(4.17)

4.1.4.2 State 2
For MISP , one main reason for the decrease of its profit is that it charges Muser a
flat price, which leads to P2P free-riding. To defeat such free-riders, one effective
way is to change the original flat pricing model into a volume-based pricing model
pb∗
as the volume-based price. Then, the utility
[6, 14, 16]. Like in State 1, we adopt ξuser
of Muser becomes
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∗
∗
US2
user = Euser (v) − v · ps − vp2p · (2 − β) + vcs ·

pb∗
ξuser .

(4.18)

Similar to Eq. (4.15), Muser chooses
S2
= min{argmaxUuser , vp2p }
vp2p

(4.19)

v

to obtain the feasible optimal traffic usage. Then, the utilities of MISP and MCP can
thus be obtained. For UCP , the computation method is equal to Eq. (4.16). Accordingly, UISP becomes


S2 · (2 − β) + v∗ ·
US2
=
v
cs
ISP
p2p

pb∗
ξuser

+

S2 ·β+v∗
vp2p
cs
ξCP

· pb∗ − CISP (vS2 )

(4.20)

S2 + v∗ .
where vS2 = vp2p
cs

4.1.4.3 Discussion and Non-cooperative State Analysis
In this subsection, we describe another two possible non-cooperative states. They
help us analyze how P2P technology will affect the network participators’ behaviors
and utilities. Through analyzing these states, we can quantify the profits and predict
the possible profit changing trends of our network participators under fixed traffic
profile and at unchanged pricing levels. The reasons are as follows:
(a) We need to study how P2P traffic impacts profit distribution among these players
if non-P2P traffic is treated in the same way that it is treated at State 0 by MISP
and Muser ;
(b) While minimizing its cost, MrCP decides β mostly based on its own technology
and network situation, rather than the complex economic computation.
As shown in Fig. 4.4, we summarize the state transformation conditions among
States 0, 1, and 2. Unlike the way we analyze dynamic games of complete information
by using game trees directly [13], we summarize all possible equilibrium states
(i.e., subgame perfect Nash equilibriums, SPNEs) which the system can attain and
the conditions under which each state is the SPNE. The state transmission here
specifies that in practical networks, the proper Nash equilibrium may not be reached
according to analysis and prediction, but may be attained through several steps of
state transformations. For example, as pricing strategies act as long-term behaviors
of MISP , it cannot be dynamic and flexible because of traffic caused by MCP . Thus,
Fig. 4.4 State transformation
among States 0, 1, and 2
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after the system passes through a long path, it is likely to arrive at a reasonable Nash
equilibrium finally.

4.1.5 Examples and Analysis
We note that in a practical system, the cost function CCP (·) is often an increasing and
concave function on variable v, and CCP (0) = cCP (where cCP is a constant). While
CISP (·) is often a continuously increasing function on variable v with a fixed cost
CISP (0) = cISP . When v is small, the growth rate of this cost decreases with a larger
v, while when v is large, the growth rate of this cost increases with an even larger
v due to congestion. Generally, the two functions Fad (·) and Euser (·) are increasing
and concave in accordance with Fad (0) = 0 and Euser (0) = 0.
The changing trends of CCP (v), CISP (v), and Euser (v) is shown in Fig. 4.5, which
has the above mentioned properties. While many forms are reasonable, we take
CCP (v) = ln(v + 1) + 0.2 to model the cost of MCP . We use congestion cost,
1
) + 0.4, to indicate potential expansion
CISP (v) = ln(v + 1) + 100( bISP1−v − bISP
cost for ISPs, which will increase fast when v approaches to bISP [9]. We also take
simple forms for Fad (v) = 5 ln(v + 1) and Euser (v) = 5 ln(v + 1), to satisfy the
increasing and concave property. Then, according to Eq. (4.6) and our assumption,
we have v̂( pb , ps ) = d· pb5+ ps − 1 which will not exceed the capacity. Based on
Theorem 4.1, we can directly derive the Nash Equilibrium in closed-form. Then, we
can further study the sensitivity of v∗ on variables ξCP and ξuser . Here, we just assume
bISP = 100 because the bandwidth can scale under the previously mentioned assumption without affecting the results; we also assume that 0.1 ≤ ξuser , ξCP ≤ 0.75 and
ξuser ≤ 0.4 · ξCP based on experience, and we find that the smaller the ratio of ξuser
to ξCP , the higher v∗ becomes.
Fig. 4.5 Changing trends of
CCP (v), CISP (v), and Euser (v)
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4.1.5.1 State 0
Similar to Norton’s prediction on bandwidth utilization rates [12], we assume ξCP =
0.75, and ξuser = 0.25. Then we have v̂( pb , ps ) = 4·b p5+ ps − 1, which will not
exceed the capacity. Thus the unique Nash Equilibrium point can be computed as
where pb∗ = 0.3321 (τ = 2.8607), ps∗ = 0.2571, bCP = 2.8713 and buser = 8.6140.
S0
S0
The corresponding utilities of each network participator are (US0
ISP , UCP , Uuser ) =
(2.2438, 3.9942, 2.3281).

4.1.5.2 State 1
Following the foregoing example, we take α = 0.6, β = 0.3 as previously assumed.
Then by solving the user-side optimization problem in Eq. (4.15), we can deduce the
S1 . It is clear that vS1 > v∗ · α. In addition, we can see that vS1
optimal point vp2p
p2p
p2p
increases to but does not exceed vp2p . This implies that Muser will try to use up its original bandwidth bought from MISP with a flat price but without purchasing additional
S1
S1
bandwidth. Then, we can obtain (US1
ISP , UCP , Uuser ) = (1.5964, 7.2021, 9.6230) for
State 1. Compared with State 0, UCP increases by 80.31 %, while UISP decreases by
28.85 %. Thus, motivated by profit increase, some CPs will adopt P2P technology
and become PCPs. Then, the overall system will change from State 0 to State 1.
Remark 4.2 Economically, the only condition for the system to change from State 0
S0
to State 1 is that under the traditional pricing mechanism, US1
CP > UCP . According
S1
∗
to Eqs. (4.5) and (4.14), it is easily proved that vp2p + vcs ∗ > v is always true (See
Fig. 4.6).

6

Traffic volume (v)

Fig. 4.6 Traffic volume (v)
in States 0, 1, and 2 for
different α and β. Note that
∗ in States 1
v = vp2p + vcs
and 2
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4.1.5.3 State 2
S2 = 2.3838. CorIn the previous example, the optimal vp2p sharply decreases to vp2p
S2
S2
respondingly, we have (US2
ISP , UCP , Uuser ) = (3.5180, 5.6450, 5.1712). Therefore,
after MISP adopts a volume-based pricing model, UISP increases by 120.66 %, while
UCP decreases by 29.42 %. Thus, motivated by profit increase, MISP will change its
flat pricing model on Muser into a volume-based one. Then, the overall system will
S0
change from State 1 to State 2. Since US2
CP > UCP , MPCP still benefits from P2P
technology and will not take further actions against MISP except for a better choice.

Remark 4.3 The two conditions for the overall system to change from State 1 to State
S0
S2
S1
S1
S0
2 are US1
ISP < UISP and UISP > UISP , respectively. For the first one: If UISP > UISP ,
MISP will benefit from P2P technology. However, according to Eqs. (4.14) and (4.18),
S2 < vS1 is always true. Then, M
it is easy to prove that vp2p
ISP does not need to change
p2p
its pricing model on Muser .
S0
Remark 4.4 For MPCP , if US2
CP < UCP (Since traffic demand is suppressed in MISP ’s
user-side new pricing mode, the saved cost cannot offset the reduced income), it may
give up P2P technology because of the reduced profit. Then, the overall system will
be forced to change from State 2 to State 0.

4.1.5.4 Analysis
The game tree of this example can be illustrated by Fig. 4.2. As the tree shows,
the game starts from the MCP ’s decision of whether to adopt P2P technology or
not. The capacity of P2P is externally decided by the network. If MCP adopts P2P,
the game then goes to the MISP ’s decision of which pricing model will be used to
charge Muser , i.e., flat or usage-based. Once MISP makes its choice, the game is
over. Based on backward induction and the payoff results given in this example, we
get (P2P, usage-based pricing) as the SPNE, and the equilibrium payoff vector is
(5.0835, 3.5226). We can verify that it satisfies the conditions for State 2 to be the
final state (i.e., T1 instead of T2 in Fig. 4.4).
In a practical system, since the implementation of network pricing lags behind the
S0
technology application, US1
CP > UCP is always true. Some examples are illustrated
in Fig. 4.7b. Thus, the overall system will always change from State 0 to State 1.
S0
S1
If US1
ISP ≥ UISP , which only applies to large β in Fig. 4.7a, and MISP predicts UISP ≥
S2
S1
S0
UISP , the system will stay in State 1. Then, only when UCP ≥ UCP , the system will
S0
S2
S0
stop in State 1 (i.e., the SPNE); Otherwise, if US1
ISP < UISP and UISP > UISP (as
S2
shown in Fig. 4.7a), it will change from State 1 to State 2. Then, if UCP > US0
CP
(as shown in Fig. 4.7b), the system will stop in State 2. Otherwise it will change
from State 2 to State 0 and finally stop in State 0. Therefore, by using the state
transformation conditions in Fig. 4.4, we can conclude the conditions for each SPNE.
Under a certain condition, each accepting state can be a proper Nash equilibrium.
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For different traffic profiles (α, β), by solving optimization problems (based on
Eqs. (4.15) and (4.19)) of Muser , we get the optimal traffic usage with “flat” and
“usage-based” pricing strategies of MISP . Then, according to Eqs. (4.16), (4.17) and
(4.20), we can correspondingly derive the utilities of MISP and MCP as Fig. 4.7 shows.
We plot the initial equilibrium utilities computed in Sect. 4.1.3 as a comparison.
As mentioned in Sect. 4.1.1, β is practically small, so we assume that β is smaller
than 0.5. Then, through examples illustrated in Fig. 4.7 and based on the above
conditions, we can predict that the overall system will finally stop in State 2, where
MISP charges Muser with a usage-based pricing model. Here, US2
ISP is 120.66 % more
S0 ; US2 is 29.42 % less than US1 though it is
and
56.99
%
more
than
U
than US1
ISP
ISP
CP
CP
27.27 % more than US0
CP .

4.2 Cooperative Profit Distribution Model
In this section, we propose a cooperative profit distribution model based on the
concept of Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS) [11], in which eyeball ISPs and PCPs
first form two coalitions to cooperatively maximize their total profit and then fairly
distribute profit based on NBS.

4.2.1 Profit Distribution Between ISP Coalition and PCP Coalition
According to our analysis in Sect. 4.1.4.1, we notice that in the peer-assisted network,
Muser may use up its original bandwidth bought from MISP with a flat price without
buying additional bandwidth at a volume-based price. Here we consider the following
cooperation: PCP coalition sells content at a discount rate γPCP and ISP coalition
charges the increased bandwidth bought by Muser at a discount rate γISP (where

(a)

Fig. 4.7 a UISP and b UCP for different α and β

(b)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.8 a vp2p and b Utotal for different γISP and γPCP in the peer-assisted network with traffic
profiles (α, β) = (0.6, 0.3)

0 ≤ γPCP , γISP ≤ 1). Both of them try to incentivize Muser to consume more content
and to buy more bandwidth for P2P applications. It should be noted that if γISP is
large, vp2p will not increase even if γPCP = 0 (See Fig. 4.8). It implies that without
the cooperation of ISP coalition, PCP coalition cannot unilaterally incentivize Muser
to consume more P2P content, and thus the total profit cannot be increased. For
PCP coalition, besides the fee charged by ISP coalition according to its direct traffic
volume v · β, some of its profit should be shared with ISP coalition.
In this cooperation, the utility of Muser becomes

Uuser

⎧
∗
∗
⎪
⎨ Euser (v) − (vp2p · γPCP + vcs ) · ps − τ, if vp2p ≤ vp2p
∗
∗
= Euser (v) − (vp2p · γPCP + v∗cs ) · ps − τ −
⎪
p
⎩ (v − v ) · (2 − β) · b · γ , otherwise.
p2p

p2p

ξuser

ISP

Accordingly, UISP will become

UISP =

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨τ +
⎪
⎪
⎩

∗
vp2p ·β+vcs
ξCP

· pb∗ − CISP (v), if vp2p ≤ vp2p ;

τ + (vp2p − vp2p ) · (2 − β) ·
∗
vp2p ·β+vcs
ξCP

·

pb∗

pb∗
ξuser

· γISP +

− CISP (v), otherwise.

Also, UCP will become
∗ ) · p ∗ + F (v) −
UCP = (vp2p · γPCP + vcs
ad
s

∗
vp2p ·β+vcs
ξCP

· pb∗ − CCP (v).

Here, a leader–follower game happens between the cooperative group and Muser .
The former changes γISP and γPCP to maximize its total profit:
Utotal = UISP + UCP .
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Fig. 4.9 Optimal vp2p , γPCP and Utotal for different α and β

While Muser as the price taker changes vp2p to maximize Uuser :
for the Muser :
v = argmaxUuser (γISP , γPCP );
vp2p

for the cooperative group :
max Utotal (γISP , γPCP , v(γISP , γPCP )).

(4.21)

γISP ,γPCP

By solving the above leader–follower problem under different traffic profiles,
we obtain the optimal values of vp2p , γPCP , and Utotal illustrated in Fig. 4.9. From
Fig. 4.9, we can observe that γPCP and Utotal decrease accordingly with the increase
of α or β, while vp2p increases with the increase of α or β.
Then, for traffic profile (α, β) = (0.6, 0.6), we can obtain the unique Stacklberg
∗ = 0, γ ∗ = 0.3443, and vS3 = 56.0140. The results
Equilibrium point where γISP
PCP
p2p
indicate that MISP will freely upgrade Muser ’s access bandwidth. Correspondingly,
S3
(US3
total , Uuser ) = (19.4287, 19.0598). We can see that after ISP and PCP coalitions
cooperate with each other, both Utotal and Uuser increase dramatically. Before PCP

S3
coalition shares some profit with ISP coalition, (US3
ISP , UCP ) = (4.90593, 14.5227).
For all cases, UISP + UCP ≤ US3
total . Thus,
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UISP + UCP = US3
total

(4.22)

is the corresponding Pareto boundary.
Now, we are facing an important question: How can ISP and PCP coalitions
choose a fair point on the Pareto boundary as their profit distribution? As discussed
previously, without cooperation, their profit distribution may reach one of the folS0
S1
S1
S2
S2
lowing points (see Fig. 4.4): (US0
ISP , UCP ), (UISP , UCP ), or (UISP , UCP ). In Nash
bargaining, such a point is called the starting point [1]. If no agreement can be
reached by the two bargainers, the starting point will be the outcome of the game.
We denote it as (UsISP , UsCP ). Then, according to the fairness concept of NBS, the
fair profit distribution will be on the Pareto boundary and can be deduced by
maximize (UISP − UsISP )(UCP − UsCP ),
UISP ,UCP

(4.23)

subject to UISP + UCP = US3
total .

Here, NBS satisfies all the following four axioms [1, 11, 19]: (1) Invariant to equivalent utility representations; (2) Pareto optimality; (3) Independence of irrelevant
alternatives; and (4) Symmetry. By solving the above optimization problem, we can
obtain a fair profit distribution as follows:
s
US3
ISP = UISP +
s
US3
CP = UCP +

s
s
US3
total −UISP −UCP
,
2
s
s
US3
total −UISP −UCP
.
2

(4.24)

Then, the profit that PCP coalition should transfer to ISP coalition is R = US3
ISP −


S3
S3
S3
UISP = UCP − UCP .
S3
For different traffic profiles, we illustrate the improvement of US3
ISP and UCP in
S2
S2
comparison with the values on the corresponding starting point (i.e., UISP , UCP as
we have analyzed in Sect. 4.1.4.3) in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.11 An example of
Nash bargaining between ISP
and PCP coalitions (α, β) =
(0.6, 0.3)

From Fig. 4.10, we can see that UISP increases by more than 110 %, and UCP
increases by more than 70 %, compared with the starting point.
Specifically, for α = 0.6 and β = 0.3, the Nash bargaining between ISP and PCP
coalitions is illustrated
in Fig.
 4.11, from which we can see that the corresponding

S2 = (3.5180, 5.6450). According to Eq. (4.24), we can
,
U
starting point is US2
ISP
CP
S3
obtain (US3
ISP , UCP ) = (8.6508, 10.7778) as the final profit distribution. Then, the
profit that PCP coalition should assign to ISP coalition is R = 3.7449. Compared
with the starting point, UISP increases by 145.9 %, and UCP increases by 90.92 %.
Thus, both ISP coalition and PCP coalition benefit much from this cooperation.

4.2.2 Profit Distribution Within Each Coalition
From the discussion in Sect. 4.2, we can see that PCP coalition should assign some
profit R to ISP coalition in the cooperation. In this section, we will propose a mechanism to determine profit distribution within each coalition and discuss its fairness
and feasibility.

4.2.2.1 Profit Distribution Mechanism
To guarantee the stability of each coalition, the profit distribution mechanism should
have the fairness character. Before introducing such a mechanism, we first provide
some definitions.
Suppose there are m ISPs in ISP coalition and n PCPs in PCP coalition. For the
ith PCP (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we define two traffic matrices as follows:
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1. Ti = t ij,k

m×m
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, where t ij,k denotes the amount of the ith PCP’s traffic volume

transmitted from the users in the jth ISP’s network to the users in the kth ISP’s
network; and
2. Ti = diag(t˜1i , t˜2i , . . . , t˜mi ), where t˜ij denotes the amount of the ith PCP’s traffic
volume transmitted from its content servers to the users in the jth ISP’s network
(Note that this part of uploading traffic will be charged by the corresponding ISP
on the ith PCP side).
According to the network model described in Sect. 4.1.1, the PCP traffic provided
by P2P accounts for 1 − β proportion, and the other part is provided by servers of
PCPs. Then, we have




n
n
m




t ij,k = vp2p · (1 − β) and
(4.25)
t˜ij = vp2p · β.
i=1

1≤ j,k≤m

i=1

j=1

Thus, in PCP coalition, the amount of traffic volume caused by the ith PCP accounts
for a proportion

 

m


i
i
t j,k +
t˜j
ϕi =

From Eq. (4.25), it is clear that

1≤ j,k≤m

j=1

vp2p
n


,

(4.26)

ϕi = 1.

i=1

For ISP coalition, its two corresponding aggregated traffic matrices are defined by
T=

n

i=1

Ti , T =

n


Ti .

i=1

 
Suppose T = t j,k m×m and T = diag(t˜1 , t˜2 , . . . , t˜m ). Then, in the lth ISP’s network
(where 1 ≤ l ≤ m), the amount of P2P traffic volume caused by PCP coalition on
k=m  k=m 
users’ side is


tl,k +
tk,l + t˜l .
(4.27)
l =
k=l

k=l

In addition, in the lth ISP’s network, let vl and bl be the total traffic volume on users’
side and the total bandwidth bought by all users with a flat price, respectively. It
m

S0 . Then, in the lth ISP’s network, we can verify that
bl = buser
should be noted that
l=1

the amount of the background C/S traffic volume is vl − l , and the free-riding P2P
traffic volume is vl − bl · ξuser (where ξuser is the bandwidth utilization rate assumed
by ISP coalition when setting the flat price). According to the network model
described in Sect. 4.1.1, clearly,
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m


[bl · ξuser − (vl −

l )]

= vS0 · α.

l=1

In addition, we can deduce that
m


(vl − bl · ξuser ) = vp2p · (2 − β) − vS0 · α.

(4.28)

l=1

Thus, the lth ISP’s contribution to the free riding of P2P traffic accounts for a
proportion
vl − bl · ξuser
ψl =
.
(4.29)
vp2p · (2 − β) − vS0 · α
From Eq. (4.28), it is clear that

m


ψl = 1.

l=1

Consequently, we propose a fair and feasible profit distribution mechanism as
follows. For a given R, the profit that the ith PCP should assign to ISP coalition is
R ·ϕi (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n), and the profit that ISP coalition should assign to the lth ISP
is R · ψl (where 1 ≤ l ≤ m). Consider the example in the previous section. Suppose
MISP = {ISP1 , ISP2 , ISP3 } and MPCP = {PCP1 , PCP2 }. In addition, suppose
⎛

0.8255
T1 = ⎝ 1.6509
0.8255
⎛
2.4764
T2 = ⎝ 1.2382
4.9528

⎞
1.6509 2.4764
1.6509 3.3019 ⎠ ,
1.6509 1.6509
⎞
1.2382 3.7146
2.4764 1.2382 ⎠ and
2.4764 3.7146

T1 = diag(1.4151, 2.1226, 3.1840),
T2 = diag(3.7146, 2.6533, 3.7146).
S3 = 56.0140. Then, from Eq. (4.26), we
According to Eq. (4.25), we can verify that vp2p
can deduce that (ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) = (0.4, 0.6). Thus, the profits that PCP1 and PCP2 should
assign to ISP coalition are R · ϕ1 = 1.4980 and R · ϕ2 = 2.2469. Then, for ISP
coalition, suppose (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = (29.7479, 27.7250, 38.6127) and (b1 , b2 , b3 ) =
(2.6349, 2.4322, 3.5469). Then, according to Eq. (4.29), we have (ψ1 , ψ2 , ψ3 ) =
(0.3097, 0.2887, 0.4016). Thus, the profit that PCP coalition should assign to ISP1 ,
ISP2 , and ISP3 are 1.1598, 1.0812 and 1.5040, respectively. Now, consider a more
general example with (ϕ1 , ϕ2 ) = (0.4, 0.6). We suppose the numbers of users in
ISP1 , ISP2 and ISP3 are N1 , N2 , and N3 , respectively, and the ratio of N1 : N2 : N3
is 2 : 3 : 5. Let N = N1 + N2 + N3 . Moreover, suppose that in these networks, all the
users have the same preferences and behaviors. Then, the initially bought bandwidth
is proportional to the number of users, that is, b1 : b2 : b3 = N1 : N2 : N3 = 2 : 3 : 5.
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Fig. 4.12 a PCP and b ISP profit transfer with different α and β

The requirements of background traffic are also proportional to the number of users,
S0 : vS0 : vS0 = N : N : N . Besides, we assume P2P applications use
i.e., vCS1
1
2
3
CS2
CS3
a random peer selection scheme, and the contents are distributed uniformly among
users. For the ith P2P application, suppose the average usage of each user is σi
(i = 1, 2). Then, we can obtain the traffic matrix of the ith PCP as following
N1 · NN1
⎜
Ti = σi · (1 − β) · ⎝ N1 · NN2

N2 · NN1
N2 · NN2

⎞
N3 · NN1
⎟
N3 · NN2 ⎠ .

N1 · NN3

N2 · NN3

N3 · NN3

⎛

Moreover, based on our assumptions on users’ behaviors and the above matrixes,
we know that traffic provided by servers for each network is also proportional to
N1 : N2 : N3 :
Ti = diag(σi · N1 · β, σi · N2 · β, σi · N3 · β).
Therefore, based on Eq. (4.29), we can get the ratio of three ISPs’ contribution weight
i.e. ψ1 : ψ2 : ψ3 = N1 : N2 : N3 = 2 : 3 : 5. Figure 4.12 illustrates the amount
of profit transfer of each PCP and ISP in different traffic profiles (0.3 ≤ α ≤ 0.9
and 0 ≤ β ≤ 0.5). We can see that with the increase of α or β, such profit transfer
decrease.

4.2.2.2 Discussion
The proposed mechanism guarantees the following two points,
Fairness. The fairness of this profit distribution mechanism is guaranteed by the
following two characteristics:
(1) ϕi increases in accordance with the total traffic volume of the ith PCP;
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(2) ψl increases accordingly with the total traffic volume on users’ side in the lth
ISP’s network, but decreases with the total bandwidth bought by all the users
with a flat price in the lth ISP’s network.
It can be verified that this profit distribution mechanism has the following
attributes: efficiency, symmetry, and dummy player [7, 8, 17].
Feasibility. This profit distribution mechanism is practical for the following three
reasons:
(1) This profit distribution mechanism is compatible with the traditional Internet
economic settlement. Transit ISPs do not join this cooperation, and thus, the
transit traffic can still be charged according to the old economic agreements
between transit ISPs and eyeball ISPs;
(2) All the information required by this profit distribution mechanism can be collected from ISPs and PCPs;
(3) The calculation of this profit distribution mechanism is easy.

4.3 Summary
Under the traditional Internet pricing mechanism, free-riding P2P traffic can cause
an unbalanced profit distribution between PCPs and eyeball ISPs. This imbalance
will drive eyeball ISPs to take actions against P2P and can finally impede the wide
adoption of P2P technology. Therefore this chapter proposes a new cooperative
profit-distribution model based on the concept of Nash bargaining, in which both
eyeball ISPs and PCPs first form a coalition, respectively, and then cooperate to
maximize their total profit. The fair profit distribution between the two coalitions is
determined by Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS). To guarantee the stability of each
coalition, a fair mechanism for profit distribution within each coalition has been
designed. Such a cooperative profit-distribution method not only guarantees the fair
profit distribution among network participators, but also improves the economic efficiency of the overall network system.
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Chapter 5

Pricing in Multi-Interface Wireless
Communication Markets

This chapter focuses on the dynamic game relationship in the Internet service
market, where ISPs provide services and multi-interface mobile users select services. Through the modeling of the Internet service market, service composition and
the users, the bargaining in the exclusive monopoly market and the dynamic game
procedure in the oligopoly market were analyzed by using the non-cooperative game
theory. In addition, it was proved that under the idealized condition, the ISP could
gain more profits if it offers various unique service combinations. It shows that the
subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of the finitely repeated game is that at every stage,
all of the ISPs adjusts to make their strategies the same, and the final result is that all of
the ISPs develop a service combination for each user. For the infinitely repeated game
under certain circumstances, there is a specific subgame perfect Nash equilibrium,
which is that all ISPs don’t adjust about their strategies. At last, the suggestions to
ISPs on the pricing process were given by the confirmation of the ISP price monopoly
position in the Exclusive Monopoly Market through experiments, and the methods
of deciding service combinations according to the features of user groups will be
developed by testing the ISP dynamic game procedure in the Oligopoly Market.

5.1 Background
Mobile Internet has become an important trend in the development of networks. As
shown in Fig. 5.1, mobile hosts (MH) using network services are usually equipped
with several network interfaces (NI), and can access the Internet through different
ISPs. For example, an iPhone can access the Internet via GPRS, 3G, WiFi, etc. With
the fierce competition among ISPs for the market and profits, users also have the
right to choose network services and decide the way to use them. From the economic
perspective, there is a dynamic game existing between ISPs and users [5, 11, 14, 15].
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Fig. 5.1 Mobile hosts access
the Internet with multiple
network interfaces

In economics, according to the competition type, the market is divided into the
perfect competitive market [18] and the imperfect competitive market [8]. The former
is the ideal condition. The concept of imperfect competition, proposed by J.M. Clark,
refers to the fact that perfect competition does not actually exist [23]. In the imperfect
competitive market, monopoly, to some degree, exists and is divided into the exclusive
monopoly market [2], the oligopoly market [7] and the joint monopoly market [17],
according to their organization types.
This chapter describes the research on the dynamic game relationship between
ISPs and users by using the non-cooperative game theory in economics, because the
participants in competition can hardly reach a binding proposal [19].

5.2 Modeling
This section introduces three types of Internet service markets (the exclusive
monopoly market, the oligopoly market and the joint monopoly market), builds
a general service composition model by investigating ISPs’ service composition,
and makes a multi-interface mobile host user demand model according to different
market styles.
We first explain marks and variables used in this chapter. If not stated, the meaning
of marks is determined according to Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Notations
Notations

Description

Reference value

USERS
I
α

Number of the multi-interface mobile hosts
Number of ISPs, i is the index
ISP cost parameter related to the volume of services
and user scale
The part of ISP cost with no relationship with
service usage
ISP evaluation factor
Tradeoff parameter for user fees and performance
The matrix that describes the service combination
provided by I S Pi
Profit of I S Pi
Total income of I S Pi
Total cost of I S Pi

105
[1, 10]
0.01

β
λ
ρ
Plan i
π
I ncomei
Costi

105
1, 2
[0, ∞)
–
–
–
–

5.2.1 Internet Service Market
There are two groups in the Internet service market, ISPs and multi-interface mobile
users. This section mainly focuses on the three types of the imperfect competition
market of the Internet service market. In different types of markets, the game relationship between ISPs and users is fairly various [9].

5.2.1.1 Exclusive Monopoly Market
Exclusive monopoly market refers to the market in which one company has the
exclusive control over both the production and the operation of the whole business [2].
To the Internet service market, in the exclusive monopoly market, only one ISP
provides service for mobile host users. From the economic perspective, this ISP can
make and control the service price, achieving the maximum profits.
In the exclusive monopoly market, the game relationship between the ISP and
multi-interface mobile host users lies in the fact that while the ISP offers services
and regulates the price, users choose to buy services provided according to their own
demands (relevant to the service price).

5.2.1.2 Oligopoly Monopoly Market
Oligopoly monopoly market refers to a market where several companies produce
and sell some certain products or services, each of which has a certain client share
under competition [7]. This market type in the marketing economy is common in
business like petroleum, living goods and the Internet service market.
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Fig. 5.2 Dynamic game procedure

In the oligopoly monopoly market, several ISPs provide different kinds of service
composition, and users can choose more than one ISP and service composition based
on their need, which forms a dynamic game between ISPs and users. As shown in
Fig. 5.2, ISPs regulate service composition from time to time to achieve the maximum
client group and profits, and then users re-choose ISPs and service composition. This
process is repeated until the market is finally in a stable state, and the game is then
over.

5.2.1.3 Joint Monopoly Market
Joint monopoly market refers to a market where two or more companies, by means of
restrictive practice, or solidary behaviors, jointly control the production and sales of
a business. The joint monopoly market includes many types, including the temporary
price agreement, Cartel, Syndicate, Trust, Konzem, etc. [17].
Since this kind of monopoly impedes market competition and affects social development, it is sanctioned worldwide by law.
For the Internet service market, this type is greatly controlled by man. Its price
strategy is made in agreement by companies, enabling companies to get stable profits
[21, 22, 24]. In terms of games, this kind of monopoly is unstable. This joint
monopoly market will be broken when a certain ISP adopts new techniques and
regulates service composition so as to cut costs and get more users and profits. Then,
the market will turn into an oligopoly market.

5.2.2 ISPs’ Service Composition Model
By researching the major ISPs in the market in China, we can get: first, ISPs can
provide services including voice call, SMS, data traffic and video call; second, ISPs
can set different service intervals to meet user demands. Basically, clients need to
pay the prepayment, which is not included into the free part. Therefore, the service
has three parts: prepayment, free interval service usage, and charging standards when
the amount of service goes beyond the free interval. It is an interval pricing method
in price discrimination [3], aiming to gain profits from service that clients fail to use.
To be more specific, we have ISPs’ service composition model. Assuming an ISP
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can provide n kinds 
of service, the number of the k-th service interval provided by
I S Pi is m ki , m i = nk=1 m ki , (k = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then, the service composition
model of I S Pi is:
⎞
x11 x12 x13
⎜
..
.. ⎟ , (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
Plan i = ⎝ ...
.
. ⎠
xm i 1 xm i 2 xm i 3
⎛

where the first line of the matrix refers to the prepayment of a certain service, the
second the free interval service usage, and the third the charging standards when the
amount of service goes beyond the free interval.

5.2.3 Multi-Interface Mobile Host User Model
By surveying multi-interface mobile users who use ISPs’ service, we find that the
service demand of user group is subject to certain statistical regularity (e.g. normal
distribution). We use Demand to denote the service demand and demand(x) to
denote its density function, both of which can be got by data fitting. Based on different
market types, we use two service demand models to illustrate user service demands.

5.2.3.1 Constant Elasticity Demand (CED) Model
In the exclusive monopoly market, there is only one ISP. Then, users have no choice
but to use services provided by the ISP. Under such circumstances, users’ average
service demand is related to the changes of the service price. This demand is called
the fixed elastic demand, built on the alpha-fair model [16]. Here, the function relationship between the average demand and the price is:
Q̄( price) =

val
price

λ

where val refers to the ISP’s evaluation factor, price the service price set by the ISP,
and λ the sensitivity of users’ demand to the changes of the price [20].

5.2.3.2 Optimal Utility Demand Model
In the oligopoly market and the joint monopoly market, multi-interface mobile hosts
can access different ISP networks, and then users have more than one choice. An
optimal utility demand model means that users always choose ISPs and service
composition to maximize their own utilities.
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Users’ utility function refers to the optimization of the cost and performance. We
choose the dual objective function with the optimal cost and performance:
min Z = Payment + ρ Per f Measur ement, (ρ ∈ [0, ∞))
where ρ is the compromise parameter of the cost and performance, determined by
the demand of mobile hosts. The smaller value ρ has, the lower cost users prefer,
which proves that users give importance to the performance.

5.3 Analysis of the Dynamic Game Process
This section first computes the payment of multiple interface mobile hosts and the
profits of the ISPs, and then analyzes the dynamic relationship between users and
ISPs in the two markets.

5.3.1 Payment Computing of Multi-Interface Mobile Hosts
Mobile hosts can access different ISPs through multiple interfaces, and then choose
more than one ISP and service composition. From the service composition, we know
that for a certain user, if he/she chooses I S Pi ’s service interval p(x p1 , x p2 , x p3 ),
with service usage being q, the payment is:
Payment (q, i, p) =

q ≤ x p2
x p1 ,
x p1 + (q − x p2 ) × x p3 , q > x p2

If more than one service is chosen, all payments will add up.

5.3.2 Computing of ISP Profits
The profits of ISPs refer to the difference between the total income and the total cost.
For example, the profit of I S Pi is:
πi (Q) = I ncomei (Q) − Costi (Q)
An ISP’s total income and total cost will be computed as follows.
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5.3.2.1 Total Income Computing
We assume that at t, the total number of users is u(t), the number of users possessed
by I S Pi is u i (t), and the number of users choosing I S Pi ’s interval k is u ik (t). Since
users can choose more than one ISP and service composition, then:
n

I

u ik (t) ≥ u i (t),

u i (t) ≥ u(t), (i = 1, 2, . . . , I )

k=1

i=1

From the user demand model, we know that the demand is in line with certain
statistical regularity and its density function is demand(x). The method of sharding
is used to compute payments. We divide service demands into several parts, compute
the payment in each part and add them up. Details are shown as follows:
Step 1: We divide users’ demands into s parts, and compute the number of users
in each part:
user s = u(t) × P(ks ≤ X < (k + 1)s)
= u(t) ×

(k+1)s

demand(x)d x, (k = 0, 1, . . .)

ks

End condition: user s ≤ ε (ε is a boundary threshold constant).
Step 2: Every user chooses one certain kind of service composition offered by one
ISP according to his/her utility maximum principle. We assume the service demand
composition of a certain user is q j , and the service composition of I S Pi chosen by the
user is pm |m = 1, 2, ..., m i . For the k-th, the gross income of I S Pi (cost included)
is:
user s m i

I ncomeik =

Payment (q j , i, pm )
j=1 m=1

Step 3: The total income of I S Pi is the sum of k parts:
I ncomei =

I ncomeik
k

5.3.2.2 Cost Computing
Cost here does not include investment in fixed assets. The scenario in this chapter
is different from that in [20]. Since users use mobile hosts, the distance changes
dynamically. Therefore, it is impossible to estimate the relationship between the cost
and the distance. However, the distance in this problem is a random variable, and
then we can ignore its macroscopic impact on the cost. Lin et al. [13] present that the
relationship between the average cost on equipments per month and network scale
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is logarithmic. In addition, ISPs’ cost here is highly relevant to service usage. Then,
we assume ISPs’ cost function can be expressed as follows:
Cost (q) = α log(u i (t) ∗ q) + β
where α is the relationship parameter between service usage and the user scale, and
β is the part not related to service usage in ISP’s cost.

5.3.3 Analysis of the Dynamic Game Process in Two Types
of Markets
5.3.3.1 Exclusive Monopoly Market
In the exclusive monopoly market, ISPs can absolutely take control of the market
price, but users decide the amount of service to buy. Then, the relationship between
ISPs and users belongs to the bargaining game [4].
The process of the game between ISPs and users is shown in Fig. 5.3. At
first, ISPs provide service p0 and the service usage is q0 . Then, the payment
is (−Payment (q0 , 1, p0 ), π(q0 )). When ISPs put service p1 into the market to
increase the price, service usage decreases by Δq1 . Then the payment at this
time is (−Payment (q0 − Δq1 , 1, p1 ), π(q0 − Δq1 )). When ISPs make the price
lower, the service usage increases by Δq2 . The payment here is (−Payment (q0 +
Δq2 , 1, p2 ), π(q0 + Δq2 )). If ISPs are satisfied with their profits, the bargaining
game is over; if not, the game will continue.
Fig. 5.3 Bargain process
between ISPs and users
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5.3.3.2 Oligopoly Market
We know that the joint monopoly market will turn into the oligopoly market once the
price alliance is broken. As we focus on the process of dynamic games, we would
like to analyze both these two markets.
In the oligopoly market, there are many ISPs and a variety of service composition
for users to choose from. Participants in the game are ISPs, whose strategic space
here is {adjustment, non-adjustment}, and the payment function is the profit of the
ISP. For example, we assume that there are two service providers, I S P1 and I S P2 ,
providing the same service composition at first with their profits being (5, 5). If only
one of them adjusts the service composition, his/her profit will rise to 6 while the
other’s will drop to 2. If both of them adjust the service composition, they will share
the market again with their profits being (3, 3).
We assume I S P1 first decides to adjust, and then I S P2 observes the decision made
by I S P1 , the game process of which is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. We denote adjustment
by Y and non-adjustment by N . I S P1 ’s strategic space is {Y, N}. I S P2 has four pure
strategies, which are: (1) no matter whether I S P1 adjusts or not, I S P2 will adjust;
(2) I S P2 follows I S P1 ’s decision; (3) if I S P1 adjusts, I S P2 will not adjust, and vice
versa; (4) no matter whether I S P1 adjusts or not, I S P2 will not adjust. Therefore,
I S P2 ’s strategic space is {{YY}, {YN}, {NY}, {NN}}. The strategy in the game is
expressed in Table 5.2.
From the analysis, we find that there is only one pure strategy Nash equilibrium
in this game, which is {Y, {YY}}. As {YY} can reach the Nash equilibrium in
both subgame (a) and subgame (b), {Y, {YY}} is the only subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium in this game.
However, this problem cannot be solved by analyzing only one game. After both
sides adjust their service composition, they launch another game, resulting in a game
repetition. If it is a finitely repeated game, the only subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
is to choose {Y, {YY}} in each stage of the game. If it is an infinitely repeated game,
Fig. 5.4 Game tree of the two
ISPs

(a)

Table 5.2 Two ISPs’
strategic form

I S P1
Y
N

(b)

I S P2
YY

YN

NY

NN

(3, 3)
(2, 6)

(3, 3)
(5, 5)

(6, 2)
(2, 6)

(6, 2)
(5, 5)
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when I S P1 and I S P2 choose not to adjust, the profits of both sides are higher
than when choosing to adjust. Under the latter condition, ISPs can choose the grim
strategy: (1) choosing not to adjust at first; (2) choosing not to adjust until one side
starts to adjust, and then always choosing the adjustment strategy. According to the
folk theorem, discount factor δ ∗ < 1 exists. Then when δ ≥ δ ∗ , the strategy of not to
adjust is a specific subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. We compute the δ ∗ as follows:
6 + 3δ + 3δ 2 + · · · ≤ 5 + 5δ + 5δ 2 + · · ·
or:
6+

5
3δ
≤
1−δ
1−δ

Thereafter, we get δ ≥ 13 and δ ∗ = 13 . Here, both I S P1 and I S P2 can gain higher
profits if they do not choose to adjust.
Hence, we draw the conclusion that the process of dynamic repeated games
between ISPs follows the following rules: first, when emerging ISPs adopt the same
strategies as original ISPs, users will re-choose ISPs and service composition; second, when some ISPs provide new service composition to attract more clients and
gain higher profits, users choose the one with the maximal utility; third, after ISPs
choosing non-adjustment suffer client and profit declination, they will also adjust
their composition strategies. The second and the third steps happen in turn until the
market reaches a temporarily stable state.
We assume there are I ISPs with G stage games, and G(T ) refers to the repeated
game after repeating T times. We hence analyze G(T ) in the way shown as follows
when it is a finite repeated game (T < ∞) and an infinite game (T = ∞) respectively.
Theorem 1 Under ideal conditions, a certain ISP can get more users and higher
profits after offering service composition different from other ISPs’. Game G between
ISPs and users has the only Nash equilibrium. That is to say, all ISPs adjust to the
same service composition, sharing users and profits.
Proof We assume the number of ISPs is I and the number of services is n(n ≥ 0).
(1) n = 0 is the initial situation where none of the ISPs has provided any service composition yet, i.e., (0, 0, x03 ). The users choose ISPs randomly, since the
payment is fixed no matter which ISP they choose. Therefore, ISPs share users and
profits. When n = 1, I S P j provides service composition 1, which is represented by
(x11 , x12 , x13 ), and then x11 /x12 < x03 , which means that the average price per unit
service of composition 1 is lower than that when there is no service composition.
When q ∈ [0, x12 ], the payment is Payment (q, j, 1) = x11 if I S P j ’s service composition 1 is chosen; when q ∈ [x12 , ∞), Payment (q, j, 1) = x11 +(q − x12 )× x13 ;
when service composition 1 is not chosen, Payment

(q, i, 1) = q × x03 . Then,
x11
we deduce that when x13 ≤ x03 and q ∈ x03 , ∞ , or when x13 > x03 and


13 −x 11
, users prefer service composition 1. Consequently, ISP j can
q ∈ xx11
, x12x×x
03
13 ×x 03
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gain more users and profits. Then, other ISPs will also provide service composition
1, and share the profits. Thus, the proposition is true.
(2) When n = k, after several rounds of games, there are I ISPs providing k kinds
of service compositions. We assume this proposition is true.
(3) When n = k + 1, if I S P j provides service t  , which is represented
by (xt  1 , xt  2 , xt  3 ), the (k + 1)-th kind, which is between t and t + 1, we get
xt1 < xt  1 < x(t+1)1 , xt2 < xt  2 < x(t+1)2 , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Since services
provided by ISPs are less expensive than normal data flow, then:
x(t+1)1 − xt1 < xt3 × (x(t+1)2 − xt2 )

(5.1)

xt  1 − xt1 < xt3 × (xt  2 − xt2 )

(5.2)

x(t+1)1 − xt  1 < xt  3 × (x(t+1)2 − xt  2 )

(5.3)

For users whose service usage is q ∈ [xt2 , x(t+1)2 ], when they choose service
(t + 1),
interval t, Payment (q, i, t) = xt1 + (q − xt2 ) × xt3
; when they choose 
x

−x

t1
, users
Payment (q, i, t + 1) = x(t+1)1 . Then, when q ∈ xt2 , xt2 + (t+1)1
xt3


x
−xt1
prefer to choose t; when q ∈ xt2 + (t+1)1
, x(t+1)2 , users prefer (t + 1). In the
xt3

following part, we will discuss users’ choice when service interval is t  .
For user group q ∈ [xt2 , xt  2 ], if service interval t  is chosen, Payment (q, j, t  ) =
xt  1 . Hence, we know when Payment (q, j, t  ) < Payment (q, i, t) and
Payment (q, j, t  ) < Payment (q, i, t + 1), users prefer t  . Then, the simultaneous equations are as follows:
⎧
⎨ xt  1 < xt1 + (q − xt2 ) × xt3
xt  1 < x(t+1)1
⎩
q ∈ [xt2 , xt  2 )

(5.4)

Through (5.2) and (5.4), we know that users, whose service usage is q ∈
xt  1 −xt1
xt3

+ xt2 , tt  2 , will get the lowest payment if choosing t  .

For users whose service usage is q ∈ [xt  2 , x(t+1)2 ], if they choose t  , we have
Payment (q, j, t  ) = xt  1 +(q −xt  2 ×xt  3 ). Accordingly, the simultaneous equations
are:
⎧
⎨ xt  1 + (q − xt  2 ) × xt  3 < xt1 + (q − xt2 ) × xt3
xt  1 + (q − xt  2 ) × xt  3 < x(t+1)1
(5.5)
⎩
q ∈ [xt  2 , x(t+1)2 ]
By deducing (5.5), we find that when service usage q can meet the following
conditions, users pay the least if choosing t  .
q × (xt  3 − xt3 ) + (xt  1 − xt1 ) − (xt  2 × xt  3 − xt2 × xt3 ) < 0

(5.6)
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xt  2 ≤

x(t+1)1 − xt  1
+ xt  2
xt  3

(5.7)

The right side of (5.7) is denoted by M. When xt  3 ≤ xt3 , we can prove
that inequality (5.6) is always true, and then xt  2 ≤ q < M. When xt  3 > xt3 ,
(x  ×x  −x ×x )−(x  −x )
q < t 2 t 3 xt2 −xt3t3 t 1 t1 (the expression on the right side is denoted by N )
t 3

x(t+1)1 −xt  1
+ xt  2 , we can deduce N > xt  2 . By computing, when
xt  3
xt3 ×(x(t+1)1 −xt  1 )
x(t+1)1 −xt1 −xt3 ×(xt  2 −xt2 ) (the expression on the right side is denoted by

and xt  2 ≤ q <

xt3 < xt  3 <
R; we can prove that R > xt3 ), N > M, accordingly, xt  2 ≤ q < M; when R < xt3 ,
N < M, accordingly, xt  2 ≤ q < N .


xt  1 −xt1
+
x
,
M
, or when xt  3 > R
To sum up, when xt  3 < R and q ∈
t2
xt3


xt  1 −xt1
+ xt2 , N , users pay the least if choosing t  . Hence, the newly
and q ∈
xt3
provided service interval brings I S P j more users and profits. Then, other ISPs will
imitate I S P j to provide the same service, sharing the market again.
Hence, this proposition is proved.
From Theorem 1, we know stage game G has the only Nash equilibrium (all
ISPs adjust their strategies). When G(T ) is a finitely repeated game, G(T )’s subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is to take the only Nash equilibrium in each stage of
G [19]. When G(T ) is an infinitely repeated game and δ ∗ < 1, for all δ ≥ δ ∗ , that all
of the ISPs choose non-adjustment is a specific subgame perfect Nash equilibrium
solution to G(T ).
If users’ service demand is q and service p of I S Pi is chosen, users’ unit service
fee is:
Payment (q, i, p)
c̄(q) =
q
Theorem 2 The unit service fee should be greater than ISPs’ unit service cost.
Otherwise, they will lose their money.
Proof When the service usage q ≤ x p2 and c̄(q) =
d c̄(q)
dq

= − q12 , whose minimum occurs when q
x +(q−x p2 ∗x p3 )
= p1
, we get the derivate d c̄(q)
q
dq

c̄(q)
minimum also occurs when q = x p2 . To sum up,
min(c̄(q)) =

x p1
q ,

we get the derivate

= x p2 . When q > x p2 and
= −

−x p1 +x p2 ∗x p3
q2

> 0, whose


x p1 
x p1
=
q q=x p2
x p2

In the real world, games are usually finite, so we can take the finite repeated game
into consideration. From Theorem 1, multiple ISPs driven by the market will be the
finite repeated game until every user gains the most appropriate service composition.
From Theorem 2, when users all have their own service composition, as q ≤ x p2 ,
the unit service fee is the lowest and closest to the unit service cost. Therefore, the
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pure profit of ISPs will decrease. By summing up the above theorems and analyses,
we can get the following conclusions:
Conclusion 1: In the oligopoly market, ISPs need to provide multiple service
compositions if they would like to acquire higher profits. Competition usually results
in the situation where ISPs share users and the market, and the total profit will decline
in accordance with the increase of games.
Conclusion 2: Under the ideal condition, the result of repeated games is that ISPs
provide a specific service composition for each user.
Conclusion 3: When every user has an appropriate service composition, the unit
service fee is the lowest and closest to the unit service cost.
In April 2013, China Telecom, one of the largest mobile service providers in
China, starts to provide the building block service compositions [6], allowing users
to choose highly customized service compositions and pushing the market to the
ideal condition mentioned in Conclusion 2.

5.4 Simulation and Analysis
5.4.1 Survey on User Groups
As data traffic service is more typical, we choose it to conduct a survey and analysis
of user groups. This method could also be used to other Internet services.
There are two ways here. The first one is to collect the half-year detailed records
of 20 students’ mobile service usage (from September 2011 to February 2012) in the
lab. This method features a small number of users who belong to a single group. The
second one is to collect the data traffic information of network users through online
questionnaires (questionnaire contents include preferred ISPs, data traffic plans and
the data traffic from November 2011 to February 2012). We get 792 effective questionnaires in total. This method is widely used and features a large number of users
who belong to diverse groups.
After analyzing those detailed records of students, its flow distribution obeys the
bell-shaped distribution. We speculate the reason is that students within a group share
many similarities, such as the consumption level and the living environment. Then,
data collected are very likely to follow similar regularities (average and variance).
We use normal probability paper to test all data because it is relatively direct
and easier to confirm whether the overall data are normally distributed. If they are
normally distributed, they are of linear distributed [10]. In Matlab, we can conduct
the test with one sample normal distribution LillieforsTest [12]. If the test result is
zero, the data are in accordance with the normal distribution.
We adopt LillieforsTest to test user data. If its result is nullo, the data obeys the
normal distribution. We can get the average and the variance of user data through
normal distribution fitting. Figure 5.5 shows the fitting of network users’ two-month
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Fig. 5.5 Data consumption
statistics of student users

Fig. 5.6 Data consumption
statistics of network users

statistical data as well as the test result by using normal probability paper. Figure 5.6
is the fitting of network users’ two-month statistical data.
From the data traffic accumulated during the four months, there are many peak
points, which are not normally distributed. It is possible because the survey is widely
extended. As different groups have different consumption levels and demands, their
usage of data traffic is also very different.
From the above analysis, we know that different user groups have different
demands for data traffic. But within the same group, their demands are to some
degree similar. Therefore, it is of great significance for ISPs to provide different
service compositions for different groups.
In our work, we can first choose to research the regularity of two different groups,
i.e., the overlap of two normal distribution density functions with different averages
and variances. This method can also be used to research multiple different groups.
We assume there are two groups in normal distribution whose density functions are
denoted by f 1 (x, μ1 , σ1 ) and f 2 (x, μ2 , σ2 ) respectively, where μ1 = 30, σ1 = 8,
μ2 = 70 and σ2 = 11. Assume these two groups are in the same quantitative
proportion, and then the probability density of their accumulated sum is:
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1
( f 1 (x, μ1 , σ1 ) + f 2 (x, μ2 , σ2 ))
2

(x−μ1 )2
(x−μ2 )2
1
1
1
2
2
=
√ e 2σ1 + √ e 2σ2
2 σ1 2π
σ2 2π

demand(x) =

We apply the function above to the total income computing of ISPs, and compute
the population in k:
user s = USER ×

(k+1)s

demand(x)d x
ks

1
= USER ×
2



(k+1)s
ks

f 1 (x, μ1 , σ1 )d x +

(k+1)s


f 1 (x, μ1 , σ1 )d x

ks

1
= USER × (F1 ((k + 1)s) − F1 (ks) + F2 ((k + 1)s) − F2 (ks))
2
X −μ
Y =
to standard normal distribution
σ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ks − μ1
(k + 1)s − μ1
1
−Φ
= USER × Φ
2
σ1
σ1
ks − μ2
(k + 1)s − μ2
−Φ
+Φ
σ2
σ2
where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution.

5.4.2 Analysis of the Exclusive Monopoly Market
This section first describes the influence of price on the average demand, and then
the influence of ISPs’ price on their profits and service usage.

5.4.2.1 Relationship Between Users’ Average Demand and Price
In the exclusive market, the total demands of user groups obey the normal distribution.
Users’ average demand is in accordance with the CED model. In the test, we define
val1 = 1, val2 = 2, λ1 = 1.5 and λ2 = 3. The relationship between the average
demand of users and the price is shown in Fig. 5.7.
From Fig. 5.7, we find that when val is specified, the bigger λ is, the more sensitive
users’ average demand for the price is.
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Fig. 5.7 Relation between
the average demand of users
and the price

Fig. 5.8 Relationship
between the amount of
service consumed and
the price

Fig. 5.9 Relationship
between the revenue of ISP
and the price
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5.4.2.2 Pricing by ISPs
Simulation scene: we assume there is one ISP with no service composition, i.e.
(0, 0, x03 ), the number of users is denoted by U S E R, the val of the two kinds of
user groups are assigned to 1 and 2 respectively, and the λ is assigned to (1.5, 1.5),
(3, 3) and (6, 6).
With specified data, we find out how the profit of the ISP and the amount of service
used vary with the price, which is shown in Figs. 5.8 and 5.9.
Test analysis: When price < 0.5, though the amount of service used is large, the
profit is not high since the price is low; when 0.5< price<1.5, the amount of service
used is relatively large, and there is an increase in the profit; when price>1.5, the
amount of service used decreases significantly, but the profit keeps increasing as the
price is high. Therefore, ISPs can reach a balance between the profit and the amount
of service used when 0.5< price<1.5.

5.4.2.3 Summary of the Exclusive Monopoly Market
From the analyses above, we know that, in the exclusive monopoly market, if the ISPs
blindly raise the service price, although they will gain huge profits, the consumption
of their service will decrease. In this market, ISPs should make low, user-oriented
price if they really want to serve the public. If they tend to make their services upscale,
a premium price should be made. But if they want both, they need to make the price
medium.

5.4.3 Analysis of the Oligopoly Market
Users can have multiple choices when many ISPs exist. Then users will always choose
the best ISPs and service compositions. Under this condition, ISPs compete to get
much more share of users and profits. This section analyzes this problem respectively
in aspects of ISPs entering the market and making service compositions.

5.4.3.1 Multiple ISPs Entering the Market
Laboratory simulation scene: the number of ISPs increases to more than one, with
the same cost and service composition. Users’ service demand is subject to the two
user group regulations, and users choose ISPs and service compositions randomly.
Test analysis: profits and users of the first ISP are shared by other ISPs. Then,
this ISP needs to make strategies to attract more users, so as to make up the previous
loss.
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5.4.3.2 ISPs’ Setting Service Compositions
Simulation scene of Test 1: Three ISPs (I S P1 , I S P2 , I S P3 ), with the same cost, are
likely to offer the following service composition:
⎛

⎞
5 30 1
Plan i = ⎝ 10 70 1 ⎠ , (i = 1, 2, 3)
14 100 1
We denote the sum of mobile users by U S E R. Every mobile host, with multiple
interfaces, can access more than one ISPs and choose more service compositions.
Process of the Repeated Game: In the first stage, every ISP just provides the first
service composition Plan i (1, :) = (5, 30, 1) (Plan i ( j, :) stands for the j-th row of
matrix Plan i ); in the second stage, a certain ISP (e.g. I S P1 ) provides Plan i (2, :) =
(10, 70, 1); in the third stage, other ISPs offer Plan i (2, :) = (10, 70, 1) consecutively; in the fourth stage, certain ISPs start to put Plan i (3, :) = (20, 150, 1) into
market; and in the fifth stage, other ISPs provide Plan i (3, :) = (20, 150, 1) one by
one; ...
In Table 5.3, I S P1 gains more users and profits by providing new service compositions in the second and the fourth stage. Then, the users and profits are shared in
the third and the fifth stage. As the sum of user percentage is greater than 1, we know
that some users have chosen more than one ISP. Analysis of Test 1: First, for a single
ISP, it is appropriate to provide more than one service composition, so as to gain
more users and higher profits; second, the total market profits drop in accordance
with the increase of service compositions.
It is impossible for ISPs to provide a specific service composition for each user,
so there is a need to find the best service composition in the real world. Hence, we
should first find the relationship between the chosen threshold of service intervals
and characteristics of user groups (average and variance).
In normal distribution, we know that the area of (μ − σ, μ + σ ) accounts for
68.27 % of the total area, and the area of (μ − 1.96σ, μ + 1.96σ ) accounts for 95 %
of the total area. Hence, we can confirm the threshold of service usage by the density
of service demands.
Simulation scene of Test 2: Plan 1 of I S P1 is the same as Plan i in Test 1. Plan 2
of I S P2 and Plan 3 of I S P3 are made as follows:

Table 5.3 Stage experimental data for the repeated game
Stage

Total profit

I S P1 profit

I S P2 profit

I S P3 profit

1
2
3
4
5

10.2950
9.3756
9.3756
9.2132
9.2132

3.5666 (66.9 %)
6.7706 (74.2 %)
3.1489 (37.3 %)
4.5875 (44.2 %)
3.0483 (33.3 %)

3.1593 (62.1 %)
1.3141 (20.4 %)
3.1242 (37.5 %)
2.2985 (27.7 %)
3.0974 (33.3 %)

3.5690 (68.0 %)
1.2909 (20.1 %)
3.2125 (39.4 %)
2.3273 (28.1 %)
3.0675 (33.3 %)
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Table 5.4 Profit comparison
of the service plans

Total profit
7.9271

I S P1 profit

I S P2 profit

I S P3 profit

1.0730 (13.7 %) 5.0657 (64.3 %) 1.7883 (25.5 %)

Fig. 5.10 The distribution of
amount of service consumed
by users of different ISPs

⎛

4
⎜ 5
⎜
⎜ 6
Plan 2 = ⎜
⎜ 8
⎜
⎝ 10
12

22
30
38
59
70
89

⎞
1
1⎟
⎟
1⎟
⎟
1⎟
⎟
1⎠
1

⎛

3
⎜ 5
⎜
⎜ 7
Plan 3 = ⎜
⎜ 8
⎜
⎝ 10
13

14
30
45
50
70
92

⎞
1
1⎟
⎟
1⎟
⎟
1⎟
⎟
1⎠
1

In Plan 1 , I S P2 ’s free service usage is the part between μ − σ and μ + σ , I S P2 ’s
free service usage is the part between μ − 1.96σ and μ + 1.96σ .
Table 5.4 shows the profits of I S P1 , I S P2 and I S P3 when they adopt different
compositions. Figure 5.10 shows users’ choices on ISPs (the number of users is
denoted by U S E R).
From Table 5.4, we find that I S P2 , by adopting strategies which are related to the
user group characteristic parameter, can get the most profits and users, then I S P3 ,
and I S P1 the least.
In Fig. 5.10, users choosing I S P2 are distributed widely, then I S P3 , and I S P1
the least.
Analysis of Test 2: Comparing the three ISPs in the tests above, I S P2 has the most
profits and users, because it is made based on the user group parameter (average and
variance).
Therefore, ISPs’ threshold of service interval should be chosen based on the user
group parameter, providing multiple service compositions for different user groups.

5.4.3.3 Summary of the Oligopoly Market
Test 1 has proved ISPs’ dynamic game process in the oligopoly market. That is to
say, a certain ISP provides new service compositions in every stage, and the Nash
equilibrium is that every ISP adjusts their strategies to the same and re-share users
and profits. But the total profits will decline in accordance with the increase of the
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number of games. Under ideal conditions, the purpose of the game is to find the best
service composition for every user.
Test 2 illustrates methods to make service compositions based on user group
characteristics. In the non-ideal market, we can first investigate the user group characteristics, based on which we can rationally divide user-populated areas, so as to
evenly map users’ demands to different areas and then gain more users and profits.

5.5 Summary
This chapter mainly focuses on the dynamic game relationship between ISPs (service
provider) and multi-interface mobile users (service chooser). We first discuss three
types of Internet service markets in an incomplete competition, and build a general
service composition model by surveying major ISPs in the market and a service
demand model by investigating the need of multi-interface mobile users. Then, we
analyze the bargaining game in the exclusive monopoly market and the dynamic
repeated game process in the oligopoly market, proving that under ideal conditions,
ISPs can get more users and profits if they provide more service compositions different from others’. It also concludes that the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium of
the finite repeated game under this condition is that every ISP adjusts their service
compositions to make them the same in every stage, resulting in that ISPs provide
a specific service composition for each user. Under the specific condition of infinite
repeated games, there exists a specific subgame perfect Nash equilibrium, which
means all ISPs choose not to adjust their service compositions. Finally, we confirm
ISPs’ position of price monopoly in the exclusive monopoly market and provide
pricing advices for ISPs. It also confirms the dynamic repeated game process of ISPs
in the oligopoly market, and offers methods to make service composition according
to user group characteristics.
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